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O S d e l e g a t e s Set g u i d e l i n e s Ukraine and China solidify relations 

for inter-state economic union Chinese president visits Kyyiv 
Regulating committee 

to have executive powers 
MOSCOW - Delegates from the 12 

member-states of the Commonwealth of 
independent States on September 7 
agreed on a text of guidelines for an 
inter-state economic union. The action 
came on the eve of a C1S summit for 
heads of government, which was sched– 
uled to take place here on September 9. 

Heading the Ukrainian delegation to 
Moscow was Deputy Prime Minister 
valeriy Shmarov, who is also Ukraine's 
acting defense minister. The Ukrainian 
delegation, along with the delegations of 
Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan, protested 
the proport ional al location of votes 
between various member-states, but the 
delegations finally agreed that decisions 
would be made in the in ter -Sta te 
Economic Commit tee through such 
democratic procedures as consensus and 
qualified majority, as well as based on 
the economic weight carried by each 
member-state. 

Russian Deputy Prime Minister 
Alexander Shokhin, who chairs the O S 
Coordinating and Advisory Committee, 
told reporters that the structure's econom– 
ic union commission has to be replaced 
by an agency to which C1S member-
nations could delegate some of their pow– 
ers, reported in terfax-Ukraine on 
Thursday, September 7. This would make 

by Marta Kolomayets 
Kyyiv Press Bureau 

LUHANSKE - An underground 
explosion at a coal mine near Ukraine's 
easternmost city on early Saturday after-
noon, September 3, killed 24 miners and 
seriously injured 15. 

Mining experts say that the explosion at 
the Slavyanoserbska mine, which belongs 
to the Luhanske Coal Association, could 
have been avoided if safety regulations 
had been followed. 

Mining experts quoted by United Press 
international said the explosion could 
have been avoided. Leonid Matorin, a 
consultant for the Donetske Regional 
Administrtion, said the accident occurred 
in conditions violating security regula– 
tions. The explosion took place during 
demolition work being done on limestone 
roofing located at the same depth as pro– 
duction work. Experts say coalworkers 
should not have been in the mine at all 

the inter-State Economic Committee the 
first O S structure to have executive pow– 
ers. 

"The most important document among 
those drafted is the agreement on the 
establishment of the inter-State Economic 
Commit tee , " noted C1S Executive 
Secretary ivan Korotchenia. 

However, the formation of any such 
structure would have to be ratified by the 
Parliaments of the O S member-states, 
and some heated arguments are expected 
from various former republics of the 
Soviet Union. 

O S summit in Kyyiv 

During the working group's activities 
in Moscow, the Ukrainian delegation 
proposed that the next O S session of 
heads of state be held in Kyyiv, on 
October 6, and if the proposal passes, 
the O S heads of state would be invited 
to take part in the commemorations of 
the 50th anniversary of Ukraine's liber– 
ation from Nazi forces on October 7. 
Ukraine is scheduled to be the next 
state to be the seat of the administration 
of the O S , which has a rotating execu– 
tive. 

As The Weekly was going to press, on 
Thursday af ternoon, September 8, 
Ukrainian Prime Minister vitaliy Masol 
and Acting Foreign Minister Gennadiy 
Udovenko departed for Moscow to take 
part in O S heads of government talks 
and Ukrainian-Russian relations dia– 
logues, respectively. 

during such demolition operations. 
President Leonid Kuchma sent a gov– 

ernment task force headed by Anatoliy 
Dyuba, one of Ukraine's vice premiers, 
to investigate the cause of the accident. 

Some experts say that it was probably 
triggered by methane gas mixing with 
coal dust. 

Most of the miners were young men in 
their 20s from the village of Lozivske, 
reported the parliamentary newspaper, 
voice of Ukraine. 

Telegrams of sympathy from President 
Kuchma and the Ukrainian government 
were immediately sent to the region. 
"Please relate that the state will not aban– 
don the families of the dead and the 
injured in this time of tragedy," wrote the 
Ukrainian president. 

Ukrainian mines, many of which are 60 
of 70 years old, have outdated technology 
and low safety standards. Last year alone, 
212 miners perished in their workplaces. 

by Marta Kolomayets 
Kyyiv Press Bureau 

KYYiv - Arriving in Ukraine for his 
first official visit, Chinese President Jiang 
Zemin met with President Leonid 
Kuchma, "to search, together with 
Ukraine's leaders, for ways to develop 
relations between the two states in order to 
lift them into a new, 21st century level." 

"Ukraine is an important European 
state, which has enormous potential," 
noted the Chinese president, who said he 
hopes bilateral relations will develop in 
all spheres, including political, economic, 
military, educational and cultural. He held 
a 40-minute one-on-one meeting with the 
Ukrainian president on Tuesday evening, 
September 6, which culminated with the 
signing of a joint political declaration. 

This was but one of five documents 
signed during the first day of talks 
between the leadership of the two coun– 
tries. The other four included agreements 
of cooperation on merchant shipping, in 
the field of postal and electronic commu– 
nica t ions , between the Ukrainian 
Ministry of internal Affairs and the 
Chinese Ministry of Citizens' Security, 
and a protocol of cooperation in the field 
of information between both countries' 
foreign ministries. 

The Chinese leader hailed Ukraine's 
commitment to becoming a non-nuclear 
state, adding that China "understands 
Ukraine 's requests for guarantees of 
security and financial assistance in the 
process of disarmament." 

"From the very moment it acquired 
nuclear arms, China declared its respon– 
sibility toward the world, stating that it 
would never be the first to use them 
against non-nuclear states," said Chinese 
Foreign Minister Qian Qichn during a 
news conference on Thursday afternoon, 
September 8. He added that China calls 
upon all nuclear states to give the same 
promise. 

According to Ukraine's acting foreign 
minister, Gennadiy Udovenko, the two 
countries will work in the sphere of mili– 
tary cooperation, and a delegation is 
already in Beijing planing future con-
tacts. However, he did not go into detail 
about what this cooperation would entail. 

Leaders of both countries underscored 
the importance of further developing 
trade between Ukraine and China, which 
was already close to S600 million (U.S.) 
in 1993, 2.5 times greater than in the pre– 
vious year. According to statistics from 
Wu J ianmin, the director of the 
information Department for China ' s 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, there has 
already been a 77.3 percent increase in 
trade during the first half of 1994, mak– 
ing Ukraine China's second most impor– 
tant trading partner in the former Soviet 
Union, behind Russia. 

"The economies of our two states are 
complimentary," said Foreign Minister 
Qian. 

"Ukraine recognizes only one Chinese 
government, the People's Republic of 
China, and that Taiwan is an integral part 
of China," he added. However, he said 
China does not mind trade relations with 
Taiwan that are not official. 

"We have no political problems with 
China," said Acting Foreign Minister 
Udovenko during the Thursday after-
noon news conference with his Chinese 
counterpart. 

"Every state has to choose its own 
path of reforms. China chose its own 
model, which has received much suc– 
cess. Of course, we are interested to 
learn from the Chinese experience and 
borrow what suits us," he explained. 

The Chinese leader and his delegation 
met with the Ukrainian president, Prime 
Minister vitaliy Masol, Acting Foreign 
Minister Udovenko and Parliamentary 
Speaker Oleksander Moroz during their 
three-day visit. 

China and Ukraine established diplo– 
matic relations in January 1992, and 
Ukrainian President Leonid Kravchuk 
visited Beijing that year. 

Rukh seeks unity 
of democrats 

by Marta Kolomayets 
Kyyiv Press Bureau 

KYYiv - in honor of the fifth 
anniversary of Rukh, the Popular 
Movement of Ukraine, which was 
founded on September 8, 1989, its 
current head vyacheslav Chornovil 
held a press conference on 
Thursday afternoon, September 8. 

Admit t ing to mistakes in the 
past , Mr. Chornovi l , who co-
chaired the press conference with 
Dmytro Pavlychko, head of the 
nat ional democra t ic coal i t ion 
Ukraina, said he would push for 
unity of national democratic forces. 

"The foundation of our unifica– 
tion should be based on three prin– 
c ip les : opposi t ion to all three 
branches of government, a push for 
economic reforms and an outright 
fight against the mafia," noted Mr. 
Chornovil. 

Both leaders said they would 
issue a statement outlining their 
platform for unification and have 
proposed that supporters of this 
movement be referred to as "patri– 
ot-democrats." 

Safety violations cause explosion 
in Luhanske coal mine, killing 24 
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N1S ambassador clarifies 
U.S. position on Ukraine 

NEWSBR1EFS 

WASHINGTON (UNIS) - At the 
request of James Collins, ambassador at 
large for the new independent states 
(N1S), the Ukrainian American commu– 
nity met with a U.S. government delega– 
tion on August 31 to discuss the delega– 
tion's recent trip to Ukraine. 

Representatives of the U.S. government 
at the meeting included: Ambassador 
Collins; Carlos Pascual, U.S. Agency for 
international Development (USA1D), 
deputy assistant administrator for Europe 
and N1S; Anne Johnson, Office of the 
Ambassador at Large for the N1S; an offi– 
cial from the Defense Department; and 
Daryl Johnson from the office of 
Ambassador Simon. 

The representatives of the Ukrainian 
American community were: Tamara 
Gallo, Ukrainian Congress Committee of 
America; Xenia Ponomarenko, Ukrainian 
National Association; ihor Gawdiak, 
Ukrainian American Coordina t ing 
Council; Nadia McConnell, U.S.-Ukraine 
Foundation; and Ksenia Kyzyk and Alex 
Kuzma^ Children of Chornobyl Relief 
Fund. 

Ambassador Collins, who traveled to 
Kyyiv as a follow-up to vice-President 
Al Gore's August 2 visit there, stated that 
his purpose was to "talk tangibles" and 
dispel misinformation regarding U.S. 
policy of assistance to Ukraine. He stated 
that the U.S. will provide information on 
a regular basis to Ukraine regarding 
delivery of U.S. aid. 

Regarding defense cooperation, Mr. 
Collins stated, "What is most disconcert– 
ing is that few people know what is 
going on" outside the upper echelons of 
government. The ambassador provided 
details on Nunn-Lugar assistance C$350 
million in promised aid for defense con-
version), when it will be delivered and its 
objectives. 

With respect to nuclear-related assis– 
tance, he stated that a real effort has been 
made to work with institutions of the 
Ukrainian government so that they deter– 
mine the sequence of priori t ies. For 
example, Ukraine wants to store the SS– 
19 fuel and, despite the fact that this is 
not the first choice of the U.S. govern– 
ment, the U.S. will help build storage 
facilities, in addition, he stated that S50 
million in promised aid for the disman– 
tlement of the SS-24 missile facilities 
(i.e. silos) also is moving forward. 

The ambassador stated that his over-
all impression of Ukrainian-Russian rela– 
tions is that the main issue between the 
two states is not the Crimea, on which 
the U.S. supports Ukraine, but energy 
and economic dependence. He then con– 
fessed that, unfortunately, the U.S. does 
not have any ready solutions in terms of 
alternate energy options and is looking 
for suggestions. 

The UCCA representative, Ms. Gallo, 
inquired why the U.S. hasn't moved more 
quickly in providing the promised aid of 
S350 million in Nunn-Lugar monies. 
Ambassador Collins responded that the 
largest amount of aid has been in the 
humanitarian category where Si60 million 
over two years is being provided. He also 
stated that technical assistance in the same 
amount has been committed but not yet 
supplied. Speaking in actual sums, 
Ambassador Collins stated that the U.S. 
has committed S350 million in economic 
aid but in the latest quarterly report dated 
June 30, the U.S. had committed only Si06 
million and expended S90 million so far. 

Ambassador Collins explained that the 
U.S. is seeing "mixed commitments" on 
market economic reform from both the 
previous and current administrations in 

(Continued on page 16) 

U.S. aid to Ukraine program 
endorses Russian translators 

WASHINGTON (UNAW)- Adeiega– 
tion of 27 Ukrainians and one Moldovan 
attended a program during August at the 
University of Connecticut's institute of 
international Affairs on "Non-
Governmental Organization (NGO) 
Strengthening." The program was funded 
by the U.S. Agency for international 
Development (USA1D), tasked with 
implementing most U.S. foreign assistance 
programs through a contract with the 
Academy for Educational Development 
(AED). 

Eugene iwanciw, UNA Washington 
Office director, attended one of the meet– 
ings during the Washington segment of the 
training program. He then met privately 
with many of the participants, who stated 
that their efforts to contact Ukrainian 
American organizations were met by resis– 
tance on the part of the University of 
Connecticut. They also pointed out that all 
the sessions were conducted in Russian or 
in English with Russian translators, despite 
their request for Ukrainian translators. 

The UNA Washington Office regis– 
tered a compla in t with Dr. Momar 
Ndiaye, the director of the institute of 
Public Service international, as well as 
with President Harry Hartley of the 
University of Connecticut, Administrator 
Brian Atwood of USA1D, and key mem– 
bers of Congress. 

in response to the UNA's complaint, 
Dr. Ndiaye wrote: "We acknowledge your 

concerns regarding the usage of Russian 
versus Ukrainian language in training, 
however you may be better served redi– 
recting them." He went on to point out that 
the Request for Proposal (RFP) issued by 
USA1D contained the guideline that 
Russian translators be utilized. Dr. Ndiaye 
enclosed a copy of the RFP. 

The RFP for NGO Strengthening in 
Ukraine and Moldova issued by AED 
stated: "Language Requirements: All 
training will be conducted in Russian or 
with the aid of Russian interpreters. 
Special emphasis should be given to 
quality of interpretation." 

"in other words," stated Mr. iwanciw, 
"the U.S. government , with the tax 
money of Ukrainian Americans, is pro– 
moting the Russification program in 
Ukraine that had been inst i tuted by 
Moscow. Ukrainian has been the state 
language of Ukraine for five years, and it 
is an affront for the U.S. government to 
demand that any organization seeking to 
work in Ukraine with U.S. taxpayer 
funds must do so in Russian." 

He added: "This is not an isolated 
case, it is an issue which the Ukrainian 
American community must confront 
forcefully and immediately. The commu– 
nity leadership should demand a meeting 
with Brian Atwood, the administrator of 
USA1D, and every Ukrainian American 
should be contacting his or her senators 
and representative in protest." 

Law on languages almost ready 

KYYiv — The proposed Ukrainian 
law on languages is close to being ready, 
reported Ukrainian Radio on August 30. 
Ukrainian will remain the one state lan– 
guage and Russian will receive status as 
an official language of Ukra ine . 
However, as Ukrainian Radio reported, 
the proposed law also states that any lan– 
guage may be an official language if 
speakers of it live in Ukraine. All citizens 
will still be required to learn Ukrainian, 
and government officials will be required 
to demonst ra te a good command of 
Ukrainian. (RFE7RL Daily Report) 

Meshkov to abolish Crimean Parliament? 

SYMFEROP1L - Crimea's President 
Yuriy Meshkov may be ready to abolish 
the Crimean Parliament, according to 
UN1AR and interfax. Although Mr. 
M e s h k o v ' s press office denied the 
August 31 report, it is clear that friction 
exists between the president and the 
Parliament. On August 30, Ukrainian 
Radio reported that the head of the 
Crimea's Parliament had ruled that sever– 
al presidential decrees regarding the 
secret service of the Crimea and its 
armed services unit were i l legal , in 
another criticism of the Crimean presi– 
dent, the Parliament's deputy speaker 
said that Mr. Meshkov was "unable to 
pick a good team." That same day it was 
reported that a member of Parliament, 
Serhiy Kondratevsky, was the target of a 
shooting incident, which took place the 

day after an altercation between Mr. 
Meshkov and him in which the president 
repor tedly hit the par l iamentar ian . 
(RFE7RL Daily Report) 

Ukraine, Uzbekistan clear debts 

TASHKENT, Uzbekistan - A 
Ukrainian government delegation here 
reached agreement with Uzbek officials 
on the mutual clearing of debt, reported 
1TAR-TASS on September 6. Noting that 
the payments had been a major sticking 
point in the expansion of relat ions 
between the two countries, Ukrainian del– 
egation leader Anatoliy Holubchenko said 
agreements had been signed on banking, 
trade and cultural relations. He noted that 
of the 23 agreements signed between the 
two countries, most were not functioning 
before now. (RFE7RL Daily Report) 

Shmarov says fleet facilities will be split 

KYYiv — Ukraine's newly appointed 
defense minister, valeriy Shmarov, said 
on September 2 that Ukraine would agree 
to split the on-shore facilities of the 
Black Sea Fleet, setting the stage for a 
final agreement between Ukraine and 
Russia on the division of the fleet, in 
April, the two had agreed to divide the 
300 vessels, the bulk of the ships going 
to Russia, but negotiations broke down 
regarding on-shore assets. Details on 
lease terms and compensation have yet to 
be finalized, but it seems likely that part 
of the deal will involve forgiving a por– 

(Continued on page 14) 

U.S. appears willing to acknowledge 
expanded Russian sphere of influence 

JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - A report 
recently released to diplomats by the 
United States State Department says that 
the U.S. is willing and prepared to accept 
an expanded Russian sphere of influence 
that would include most of the former 
Soviet Union, including Ukraine. The 
Baltics would only partially fall under 
Moscow's influence, according to the 
report , which was ment ioned in a 
September 6 article in The Washington 
Times. 

The only conditions that the U.S. lays 
down in the report are that Washington's 
interests not be adversely affected and 
that norms of in ternat ional law are 
upheld. 

Some in the State Department are call– 
ing the report "Yalta H," an allusion to 

the Yalta Conference of 1945 where 
Stalin, Roosevelt and Churchill estab– 
lished the geopolitical boundaries for the 
post-war world. The policy paper is 
reported to have come out of the office of 
Peter Tarnoff, undersecretary of state, to 
have passed through Secretary of State 
Warren Christopher's office and to have 
cleared the White House. 

The article from The Washington 
Times' regular "Embassy Row" feature, 
cited an unidentified official who quoted 
from the report. He said, "it is under-
stood that a Russian sphere of influence 
is being recognized with Europe extend– 
ing to the eastern border of Poland, leav– 
ing the Baltics somewhat up for grabs..." 

(Continued on page 16) 
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American Jewish Committee's "Project Ukraine" enters phase 11 
by Andrij Wynnyckyj 

PART1 

JERSEY C1TY, N J . - Phase 11 of the American 
Jewish Committee's (AJC) "Project Ukraine" was suc– 
cessfully put in motion by a group of representatives of 
the Jewish and Ukrainian communities in the U.S. This 
phase involved a 10-day trip to Ukraine to meet civic 
and religious leaders in the newly independent country 
with the stated aim of learning about "Ukraine's econo– 
my, democracy, politics, foreign policy, the reconstruc– 
tion of communal life, relations among the minorities, 
and the state's commitment to protect minority rights," 
according to a program plan prepared by David Roth, 
director of the AJC's institute for American Pluralism. 

The over-all goal of this ambitious four-year effort, 
as stated in the plan, is to serve as a "pilot program to 
increase safety for Jews, improve relations among 
minorities," and "build the capacity of civil society to 
assert group interests, influence public policy ... thereby 
tying groups to the state and strengthening democracy." 

Ukraine was chosen as the "logical place" to mount the 
program because of its large Jewish community, its central 
government's commitment to the latter's welfare, good 
relations with israel, improving relations with the U.S. and 
the state's ability to resolve conflicts without force. 

According to Mr. Roth, Project Ukraine is an esti– 
mated S125,000-a-year effort, in 1994, S50,000 has 
been contributed by financier and philanthropist Robert 
Goldman and his wife, vira, a Ukrainian. The AJC will 
bear some of the cost, and other funding is being sought 
from the Eurasia Foundation, the Soros Foundation, and 
other institutions dedicated to social and economic 
renewal in Eastern Europe. 

Project Ukraine Phase 1 took place in December 
1993, taking the form of an "American Seminar" in 
Washington, to which 12 political, cultural, religious 
and academic leaders from Ukraine were brought over 
for an intensive three-day program of exposure to 
American political institutions, methods of inter-ethnic 
conflict resolution, and an exchange of views on U.S. 
perceptions of Ukraine and its society. 

Two participants of the initial phase served as pro-
gram coordinators for the Phase H group, (in Lviv) 
Taras vozniak, a consultant to the Lviv Oblast Council 
and (in Kyyiv) Leonid Finberg, board of directors mem– 
ber of the Association of Jewish Organizations and 
Communities in Ukraine. 

From July 24 to August 1, the Phase H delegation 
travelled to Lviv, Drohobych and Kyyiv, and since it 
used a chartered bus for transport between points in 
Ukraine, the group was afforded a "road's-eye–view" of 
western and central Ukraine, with brief stops in Brody, 
Zhytomyrand Rivne. 

Mr. Roth headed a group of eight, consisting of 
Martin Bresler, senior attorney with a leading Wall 
Street law firm and former president of the New York 
Chapter of the AJC; ivan Danylenko, board of directors 
member of the Ukrainian Federat ion of Greater 
Philadelphia, member of the israeli-based Society of 

Jewish-Ukra in ian Rela t ions headed by 
Yakiv Suslensky, and a survivor of the 
famine of 1932-1933; project patron Mr. 
Goldman, chai rman of the Congress 
Financial Corporation, AJC activist and 
board member of the Jewish Foundation for 
Christian Rescuers fof those persecuted in 
the Holocaust), treasurer of the American 
Academy of Dramatic Arts; Luba Toloczko– 
Markewycz, past president of the Hlinois 
Ethnic Coalition, lecturer in social studies 
and literature at LaSalle Language Academy 
and participant in the Rensselaer project in 
Ukraine; Ronald G. Weiner, president of a 
leading New York accounting firm and fre– 
quent New York Times contributor on finan– 
cial and tax management, past president of 
the AJC New York Chapter and a member 
of the Round Table Poli t ical Action 
Commit tee of New York; v i c k i Miles 
Weiner, former account executive with 
Kekst 8c Co., president of v M W inc. and 
v M W Publishing (specializing in business 
titles) which issues the Kvint Newsletter, a 
monthly digest of news and financial affairs 
in the former Soviet Union; and this writer. 
UNA Washington Office Director Eugene 
iwanciw had originally been slated as a par– 
ticipant, but this was pre-empted by the need 
to attend U.S. Senate deliberations on appro– 
priations to the former Soviet Union. 

Perhaps as important as the contacts with 
the various religious, civic and governmental 
leaders, the congeniality and frank intellec– 
tual exchange between members of the expe– 
dition, over meals and in transit, afforded 
participants invaluable insights. As Mr. Roth 
put it during the trip, "we've been able to 
use each other as binoculars" to scan an oth– 
erwise remote and inaccessible landscape. 

The trip itself was certainly eventful. As it 
happened, Mr. Roth was separated from the group in the 
early stages, because inclement weather in his native 
Chicago caused a chain reaction of missed flight connec– 
tions. Upon arrival in Lviv, this writer narrowly missed 
being shipped back to Warsaw and beyond after falling 
victim to an arrivals7departures lounge thief. (More on that 
next week.) Particularly in the latter instance, the resolve 
and resourcefulness of Mr. vozniak was a godsend. 

Despite these setbacks, the group forged ahead with a 
program that began the following morning with a walk– 
ing tour of downtown Lviv, during which the guide 
gave an introduction to the city's history, an overview 
of the fluctuations in its ethnic composition, etc. Among 
the sites visited were the ruins of one of Lviv's oldest 
synagogues. Only two active synagogues remain to ser– 
vice the needs of the local Jewish population which has 
dwindled to about 1,700. 

The group then met with Lviv Oblast Council 
Chairman Mykola Horyn. He started off by giving a sur– 

in one of Lviv's historic baroque courtyards, members of the 
Project Ukraine group: (from second left) Luba Toloczko– 
Markewycz, Ron Weiner, v ick i Miles Weiner and Robert 
Goldman, project patron; at left is one of the group's translators, 

Yevhen Hlibovytsky of Lviv. 

vey of problems facing his jurisdiction, whose basic 
theme was "you don't have to pacify the Ukrainians, just 
don't stir them up (against one another!" Mr. Horyn was 
the first to state, as many Jewish and Ukrainian activists 
would reiterate throughout the course of the trip, that 
Ukraine has no inter-ethnic difficulties per se, but that var– 
ious elements, primarily foreign, try to exploit the possi– 
bility of such conflicts for political reasons. 

Mr. Goldman then outlined the purpose and goals of 

(Continued on page 4) 

The ruins of one of Lviv's largest and oldest synagogues, destroyed by Nazi occupation forces in 1941. Only 
the rear wall is still standing. 

The monument, erected in 1992, to the victims of 
Nazi genocide from the Jewish ghetto in Lviv. The 
Ukrainian-language inscription reads, "Remember 

and preserve in your heart." 
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Obituary: Walt Chyzowych, soccer player and coach, 57 
W1NSTON-SALEM, N.C. - Walt 

Chyzowych, a player and coach on a 
number of international U.S. soccer 
teams, died in North Carolina Baptist 
Hospital here after suffering a massive 
heart attack on September 2. He col-
lapsed on a tennis court at Wake Forest 
University, where he was to begin his 
ninth season as soccer coach. He was 57. 

Mr. Chyzowych was born on April 20, 
1937, in Sambir, western Ukraine, to a 
soccer club owner, also named 
volodymyr, who emigrated to the U.S. 
with his family in 1949. He was a prolific 
goal-scorer from an early age, helping the 
Philadelphia Ukrainian Nationals win sev– 
eral American League Championships and 
the U.S. Open Cup during the early 1960s. 

While at Temple University, Mr. 
Chyzowych was twice chosen to the Ail-
American team and set a college scoring 
record with 25 goals in nine games. He 
turned pro in 1963 and played with the 
Philadelphia Nationals, Newark Sitch, 
New York Ukrainians, Philadelphia 
Spartans and the Baltimore Bays. Mr. 
Chyzowych also logged five seasons 
with the Canadian Professional League 
and seven with the U.S. national team. 

Mr. Chyzowych earned 23 international 

caps as a member of the U.S. World Cup 
team, and was selected as the МУР several 
times. He retired from active play in 1975. 

Mr. Chyzowych began coaching at 
Philadelphia Textile College in 1961, 
leading them to a 122-35-15 record and 
five NCAA tournaments in 1966-1975. 
When he turned to coaching full time, 
he jumped to the United States Soccer 
Federation, where he served as director 
of coaching (1975-1981; 1984-1986), 
and head coach of the World Cup, 
Olympic, Pan American and National 
Youth teams, compiling a 65-44-21 
record. 

Although the U.S. team failed to 
reach the 1978 and 1982 World Cup 
during his tenure, squads under his 
direction did qualify for the Pan Am 
Games, the Olympic Games in 1980 
(boycotted by the U.S.) and the F1FA 
World Youth Championship in 1981. 

Mr. Chyzowych was instrumental in 
refining the U.S. national coaching sys– 
tem in terms of training and application, 
and attracted coaches from abroad to 
conduct clinics. He is credited with the 
training of 650 "A" level coaches 
throughout the U.S. and over 20,000 oth– 
ers at various clinics, camps and schools. 

in 1981-1984 he helped establish the 
Major indoor Soccer League, playing a 
major role in the development of the 
league's structure and playing rules, and 
served as the league's assistant commis– 
sioner. He also coached the Philadelphia 
Fever team. 

Mr. Chyzowych joined the staff of 
Wake Forest University in 1986. He led 
its team to an Atlantic Coast Conference 
title in 1989 and was named South 
Region Coach of the Year. Other 
awards include the NSCAA Coach of 
the Year award (1975) and the 1SAA 
Jeffrey Award in Coaching (1981). 

A member of г. number of collegiate 
and regional halls of fame, Mr. 
Chyzowych also served on the President's 
Council on Physical Fitness under the 
Ford and Carter administrations. 

Mr. Chyzowych is survived by his 
wife, Olha; his brother ihor and wife, 
Maria; brother Eugene and wife, Anna; 
nieces and nephews; and his sister-in-
law, Olena Fesczak. 

A requiem service was held on 
September 7 at St. Nicholas Ukrainian 
Cathol ic Church in Phi ladelphia . 
Memorial contributions may be sent to: 

Walt Chyzowych 

The Walter Chyzowych Soccer 
Scholarship Fund, c7o 1421 Dorel Road, 
Rydal,PA, 19046. 

Grant assists democracy in Baltic states American Jewish... 
W A S H I N G T O N - The Pew 

Charitable Trusts (Philadelphia) have 
issued a Si50,000 challenge grant to sup-
port local democracy programs in 
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, reported 
the U.S.-Baltic Foundation (USBF). 

Peter Solinger, chairman of the Baltic 
Municipal initiative, and Dr. Edward 
Jasaitis, senior director of the Baltic 
Municipal Training Centers, have issued an 
appeal to Estonian, Latvian and Lithuanian 
Americans to meet this challenge. 

Dr. Jasaitis, former professor of public 
administration at Florida State University, 
and now residing full-time in the Baltics 
explained, "For 50 years, the Soviets con-
trolled Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania from 
the center. Democracy cannot come from 
the center - it must come from the grass 
roots, from the towns and cities." 

The Municipal Training Centers, sup-
ported in part by the Pew Charitable 
Trusts, are designed to counter 50 years of 
Soviet indoctrination and prevalent men– 
tality. The centers concentrate on training 
mid-career professionals who are currently 
working in municipal government. 

Mr. Solinger, former president of the 
Minnesota League of Cities, described the 
program: 'The challenge grant from the 

Pew Charitable Trusts (PCT) is vital to 
strengthen democracy in the Baltic States. 
With PCT's support, we have trained over 
800 Baltic municipal leaders at our 
Municipal Training Centers in Tartu, Riga 
and Kaunas during 1993-1994. We have 
brought 21 local government specialists to 
the U.S. for work7study internships. І have 
personally recruited over 20 top American 
volunteer local government specialists to 
travel to the Baltics this year to continue 
teaching local democracy. 1 greatly hope 
that American supporters of the Baltic 
States will support this effort." 

Also, this year, Mr. Solinger has 
obtained four scholarships at Hamline 
University in Minnesota and San Diego 
State University for Baltic instructors in 
democratic government. 

Mr. Solinger and Dr. Jasaitis have sent 
thousands of letters to Baltic Americans and 
other friends of the Baltics requesting sup-
port. The Si50,000 match must be raised by 
September 30. They report that their cam– 
paign has already raised over Si00,000. 

Contr ibut ions should be sent to: 
USBF7PCT Challenge, 1211 Connecticut 
Ave. NW, Suite 501, Washington DC 
20036. Checks should be made out to: 
USBF7PCT Challenge. 

Chopivsky donation expands 
Ukrainian studies at Yale 

NEW HAvEN, Conn. - Thanks to the 
generous gift of Si million from George 
Chopivsky Jr., Yale class of 1969, the 
Yale Center for international and Area 
Studies will be coordinating increased uni– 
versity involvement with Ukraine. Prof. 
Michael Holquist, chair of the Council on 
Russian and East European Studies, will 
be the director of the Ukrainian initiatives 
made possible by the gift. 

The gift is for current use, to be 
received in equal installments over a 
five-year period, it will provide fellow-
ship support to students from Ukraine 
enrolled at Yale and funds for Yale grad– 
uate or professional students undertaking 
dissertations or other research in the 
Ukrainian language at Yale; for confer– 

ences and workshops on Ukrainian 
issues; for visiting faculty; and funds for 
Yale faculty individual research and col– 
laborative projects in Ukraine. 

A conference on Ukraine and interna– 
tional security is also being planned for 
1995. A portion of the gift is for the 
acquisition of Ukrainian books and other 
materials, especially "on microfilm, and 
for the training at Yale of a library pro– 
fessional from Ukraine. 

Mr. Chopivsky is founder and chair-
man of the United Psychiatric Group. He 
travels frequently to Ukraine and is 
involved in a number of business and 
philanthropic ventures there. He played a 
significant role in the formation of the 
first private university in Ukraine. 

(Continued from page 3) 
the group, saying that, as citizens of the 
U.S., its members have experience in 
managing multicultural and multi-ethnic 
affairs, underscoring that as the new 
Ukraine grows, this experience could be 
of great assistance. 

Dmytro Pavlychko, the former chair-
man of the Ukrainian Parliament's Foreign 
Affairs Committee also attended, and said 
Ukraine's liberal law on national minori– 
ties precluded any complications in terms 
of discriminatory legislation. Mr. 
Pavlychko did concede that the issue of 
Russian-Ukrainian bilingualism was 
potentially volatile. As luck would have it, 
the next day (July 26) the issue caused a 
shoving match on the floor of Parliament. 

The group next sped across town to 
meet with the Rev. ivan Dacko of the 
Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church (UGCC) 
and his press secretary, Sonya Soutus, at 
the chancery of the Archdiocese of Lviv at 
St. George's Cathedral. 

The Rev. Dacko outlined the UGCC's 
history, тле consequences of life in the cata– 
combs and the decay in social cohesion and 
values that are legacies of the Soviet period. 
He also gave an overview of present UGCC 
problems, chief arncng which is the resolu– 
tion of conflicts with the Orthodox Church, 
particularly clashes over shrines. 

Relations with Jewish counterparts are 
maintained through joint concelebrations 
of various events in the area, the Rev. 
Dacko said. He also suggested that inter– 
nal conflicts are also besetting Jewish 
religious groups (also frequently center– 
ing on clashes over shrines) and thus 
makes establishing contacts a complicat– 
ed matter. On a different note, the Rev. 
Dacko added that a "pi lgr image 
exchange" program, whereby French 
Jews would visit sites in Ukraine and 
Ukrainian Catholics would visit sites in 
France, :s in the planning stages. 

Mr. vozniak mentioned the positive 
aspects of relations between Jews and 
Ukrainians, highlighted in the film "And 
Tomorrow will Соте,"' (screened for the 
group in Kyyiv), in which the friendship 
between the Zionist leader v iad imir 
Jabotinsky and UNR Prime Minister 
volodymyr vynnychenko is documented, 
as well as UGCC Metropolitan Andrey 
Sheptytsky's effort to shield Jews from 
Nazi persecution. 

in response to a question about the 
effort to have Yad vashem commemorate 
Sheptytsky, Ms. Soutus said that his suc– 
cessor, Metropolitan Josyf Slipyj had sub– 
mitted an application to have the hierarch 
honored, and that now it was up to the 
israeli-based agency to make a decision. 

On the way from this encounter, the 
group made a moving stop at the monu– 
ment to the victims of the Lviv ghetto, 
erected in 1992. The site incorporates a 
section of the actual cobblestone road-
way along which, in 1941, thousands of 
Jews were led to a concentration camp 
situated in a hilltop medieval fortress 
before being transferred to slave labor or 
extermination camps in eastern Poland. 

Next on the program was a meeting with 
representatives of various political groups, 
including the Ukrainian Republican Party, 
the Congress of Ukrainian Nationalists and 
others. By happenstance, Prof. Alexander 
Motyl of Columbia University's Harriman 
institute also was present. A backdrop to 
discussions was provided by a screening 
screening of "Shades of War," a film 
directed by Giorgi Gongadze, the son of 
the late deputy speaker of the Georgian 
Parliament. An "admittedly subjective" 
examination of the conflict in Georgia and 
the participation in it of a semi-legal para-
military wing of the Ukrainian National 
Assembly, a right-wing party based in 
western Ukraine. 

The film also addressed Russia's inter– 
vention throughout the former Soviet 
Union and its attempt to bring the newly 
independent states back into its sphere of 
influence, issues which drove the early 
going of the discussion. 

However, talk soon turned to the pur-
pose and intentions of the group, which 
were articulated by Messrs. Goldman and 
Weiner. Mr. Weiner took the opportunity 
to set out one of the AJC's central tenets, 
namely that inter-ethnic or group conflicts 
are an impediment to a country's economic 
development. Mr. Weiner also stressed the 
need to find an effective means to commu– 
nicate, so that each of society's constituent 
groups can develop fruitfully, live its life to 
the fullest and harmoniously with others. 

Mr. Goldman explained that the Project 
Ukraine delegation was not a politically 
motivated group dedicated to the resolution 
of specific international problems, but sim– 
ply one that wished to provide a bridge to 

(Continued on page 15) 
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THIRD ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS OF UKRAINE'S INDEPENDENCE 
Binghamton mayor commemorates 
independence at flag-raising ceremony 

New Jersey vets honor independence 

B1NGHAMTON, N.Y. - The 
Binghamton Ukrainian community cele– 
brated the third anniversary of Ukraine's 
independence with a flag-raising ceremo– 
ny at Binghamton City Hall on August 
24. Special prayers by the Rev. Myron 
Oryhon of St. John's Ukrainian Orthodox 
Church in English, and by the Rev. ihor 
Stets of Sacred Heart Ukrainian Catholic 
Church, in Ukrainian, started the event. 

Mayor Richard A. Bucci greeted the 
Ukrainian communi ty very warmly, 
explaining that today's proclamation has 
two purposes: to honor the Ukrainian 
community in America for its accom– 
plishments and to celebrate their mother 
country Ukraine's independence. Mr. 
Bucci read the proclamation, which also 
included the fol lowing phrase : 
"Ukraine's ancient heritage of faith, lib– 
erty and cultural achievement should be 
recognized, and the commendation of 
Ukrainian independence Day reminds 
Amc i n s that Ukrainians are a unique 
people, who are finally able to take their 
rightful place in the community of free 
and independent countries of the world." 

Maria Zobniw, local Ukrainian 
Congress Committee of America secre– 
tary, described the significance of 
Ukrainian independence Day and voiced 
the concerns Ukrainian Americans have 
vis-a-vis United States policy towards 
Ukraine. The flag-raising ceremony at 
Binghamton City Hall included Ukrainian 
folk dances performed by Beth Ann Klym, 
Catherine Tulley and Alexis Oryhom from 
St. John's Ukrainian Orthodox Church 
folk dancers. 

Fol lowing the short program, the 
Ukrainian flag was raised at City Hall 
with all 70 people present singing the 
Ukrainian national anthem. Portions of 
the commemoration in Binghamton were 
televised on the three local ТУ stations 
and a short news item was published in 
the Binghamton Press newspaper. 

The Ukrainian independence day cele– 
bration was a community activity coordi– 
nated by the local branch of the UCC with 
the cooperation of the two local parishes: 
St. John's Ukrainian Orthodox Church 
and Sacred Heart Ukrainian Catholic 
Church. 

Southwest Floridians defy rain 
to celebrate third anniversary 

by Joseph iwaniw 

NORTH PORT, Fla. - The Ukrainian 
American communi ty of Southwest 
Florida celebrated the third anniversary 
of the independence of Ukraine with 
great joy and considerable concern that 
the Ukrainian government must remem– 
ber it's primary duty and responsibility to 
the electorate to establish security, stabil– 
ity and create a sense of well-being for 
Ukraine's citizens. 

The celebration began on Monday, 
August 22, after the commissioners of 
North Port (the mayor's post is vacant) 
issued a proclamation of "Ukrainian 
independence Day" to be observed on 
August 24. 

Regardless that the majority of local 
Ukrainians departed north for the summer 
and many were vacationing in Ukraine, 
close to 200 brave souls defied a severe 
rain storm to attend the festive occasion 
held at St. Andrew ' s Religious and 
Cultural Center. (Next year the indepen– 
dence celebration will take place at St. 
Mary's Catholic Church in North Port.) 

The program began with a brief reli– 
gious service. Clergy of both Catholic and 
Orthodox denominations participated. 
After the service the assembly moved to 
the adjacent hall where the program began. 
Committee chairman, Dr. Wolodymyr 
Korol, greeted the assembly and called on 
ihor Bilinsky to carry on as program direc– 
tor. The Rev. Woloschuk of St. Mary's 
parish delivered the main speech. 

Halyna Korol and Mrs. Nepip recited 
declamations with verve and vigor. Dr. 
Korol sang in a rich bass-baritone voice, 
and Dr. Yaroslava Hrabowych rendered a 
piano melody that was skillfully performed. 
The program ended with a thunderous ren– 
dition by all present of "Mnohaya Lita" and 
"Shche ne vmerla Ukraina." 

Due to many years of diligent, patient 
and sometimes frustrating contacts with 
the news media led by Pawlyna Riznyk, 
Anna Mariani , Peter P idhorodec ly , 
Joseph iwaniw and others, a rapport has 
been established between the Ukrainian 
community and the American press. 
Thus , the independence anniversary 
received ample coverage. 

Yonkers Ukrainian festival site 
of independence commemoration 

YONKERS, N.Y. - The third 
anniversary of Ukraine's proclamation of 
independence was marked here at 
Tibbetts Park on Sunday, August 21, dur– 
ing the annual Ukrainian Festival. 

Among the many political leaders and 
local officials from the city of Yonkers 
and Westchester County in attendance 
was Yonkers Mayor Terence Zaleski, 
who delivered a warm opening address. 

The mayor was presented a plaque from 
the U.S. Sister Cities Association in recog– 
nition of the close and fruitful relationship 
between his city and Ternopil, Ukraine. 

More than 1,000 people attended the 
day's festivities. The Na Zdorovia band 
provided music and the Kalyna Dancers, 

directed by Walter Yurcheniuk, per– 
formed Ukrainian folk dances. 

The opening address was delivered by 
Ukrainian American community activist 
Wolodymyr Mykula, who spoke of the 
significance of this third anniversary of 
independence, noting that it fulfilled the 
"dream of innumerable generations of 
Ukrainian people" and has corrected "a 
great historical injustice," whereby a 
nation of 52 million people had lived in 
subjugation. 

Mr. Mykula concluded his brief 
remarks by extending best wishes to 
Ukraine and all its people and pledging 
the Ukrainian diaspora's "unwavering 
support in all their positive endeavors." 

TRENTON, N.J. - New Jersey 
Commissioner of veteran Affairs Michael 
Warner presented a proclamation on 
behalf of Gov. Christine Todd Whitman to 
mark Ukrainian independence Day on 
August 24. The presentation ceremony 
was conducted at the Department of 
Military and veteran Affairs (DMAvA) 
headquarters at the request of the New 
Jersey State Department of the Ukrainian 
American veterans (UAv). 

U A V State Commander George A. 
Miziuk opened the ceremony with a salute 
to the flag. The Rev. Bohdan Zelechiwsky 
of Holy Trinity Ukrainian Orthodox 
Church in Trenton gave the invocation. 

Mr. Miziuk then introduced 
Commissioner Warner. Mr. Warner is a 
retired colonel of the U.S. Army who left 
his post in May as commander of the Fort 
Dix Army Base to be appointed state 
commissioner of veteran Affairs. He 
served in vietnam and is a combat veter– 
an who received the Purple Heart medal. 

Commiss ioner Warner spoke on 
behalf of Gov. Whitman and extended 
her best wishes to the Ukrainian commu– 
nity. Mr. Warner stated that he was 

pleased Ukraine had declared its inde– 
pendence from the Soviet Union. He then 
read the governor's proclamation and 
presented it to Cmdr. Miziuk. 

Cmdr. Miziuk thanked the commis– 
sioner and gave his closing remarks. He 
spoke about his own parents , who 
escaped to America in order to enjoy the 
freedom of this country. He added that 
Ukrainian immigrants and their children 
have worked to preserve their culture in 
the U.S. He then made a final presenta– 
tion of an Ukrainian Easter egg to the 
commissioner on behalf of the UAv and 
the Ukrainian community. 

The Rev. Bohdan Zelechiwsky gave 
the benediction and the ceremony was 
closed with a salute to the flag. 

Present at the ceremony were represen– 
tatives of the Ukrainian National 
Association, of the Ukrainian Congress 
Committee of America, the Ukrainian 
Patriarchal Society, the Ukrainian National 
Women ' s League of America, the 
Ukrainian Youth Association (SUM-A), 

All of the arrangements for the cere– 
mony were secured by Mr. Martyniuk of 
the DMAVA. 

Roman M. Martyniuk 

Members of the Ukrainian American veterans meet with Commissioner Michael 
Warner after the presentation ceremony. From left: Alex Zanko, Michael Wengryn, 
John Tymash, Commissioner Mike Warner, Commander George A. Miziuk, 

Robert iwanczewsky, John Pawlow, Bernard Krawczuk and John Zakanycz. 

To The Weekly Contributors: 
We greatly appreciate the materials - feature articles, news stories, 

press clippings, letters to the editor, and the like - we receive from our 
readers. 

in order to facilitate preparation of The Ukrainian Weekly, we ask that 
the guidelines listed below be followed. 

^ News stories should be sent in not later than 10 days after the occur– 
rence of a given event. 

e information about upcoming events must be received one week before 
the date of The Weekly edition in which the information is to be published. 

^ All materials must be typed and double-spaced. 
^ Newspaper and magazine clippings must be accompanied by the 

name of the publication and the date of the edition. 
- Photographs submitted for publication must be black and white (or 

color with good contrast). Captions must be provided. Photos will be 
returned only when so requested and accompanied by a stamped, 
addressed envelope. 

- Full names and their correct English spellings must be provided. 
e Persons who submit any materials must provide a phone number 

where they may be reached during the work day if any additional informa– 
tion is required. 
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Taking stock of our community 
Now that the school year has begun, it is only natural for all of us, students 

and non-students alike, to get back into our routines — routines that include 
community activity of the Ukrainian variety as well. Thus, it is a perfect time 
for us Ukrainian Americans and Ukrainian Canadians to take a step back and 
take stock of what we have within our community. The basic questions are: 
What do we have? What do we need? 

Ours is a rich community with many resources. How are they being put to 
use? Or are they being used? Do our organizations serve our needs? Do they 
really represent our interests and our concerns? Are there gaps in the organiza– 
tional structures of our community life? 

in the rush to help our dear newly independent Ukraine, have we lost sight 
of our community here? Have we kept track of our priorities at home here in 
the United States and Canada? Are we in touch with the reality of our commu– 
nity life (it, too, has changed with time, though we do not often like to admit 
it), or do we just plod along doing things as they have always been done 
because... well, it's always been done that way. 

Are we addressing the needs of our most precious resource, our children? 
Are we addressing those of our distinguished elderly citizens? And what are 
we doing to reach out to recent emigres? 

Thus, we ask our dear readers and subscribers to participate in what we hope 
will be an open dialogue, for dialogue must be the first step in the reassessment 
we so sorely require in order for our community life to flourish. Please don't 
let us and our community down. Send in your opinions, share your thoughts 
with fellow readers and community members. Together we just might make a 
difference. 

Also, let's hear from our existing Ukrainian organizations. Who are they? 
Where are they active? Who are their members? What are these organizations' 
goals and accomplishments? With whom are they affiliated? 

For this purpose we have come up with a clip-out form — this week, it is pub– 
lished below — which we ask organizations throughout the U.S. and Canada to 
kindly fill out. (We do welcome, and indeed encourage, submissions from 
groups throughout the world.) We will publish the form in several successive 
issues of The Weekly, but we hope to obtain responses as soon as possible. 

We at The Ukrainian Weekly hope to develop a listing of our community 
organizations that will be a source of information for our communities in North 
America, as well as for those beyond our community who seek information 
about us. We will put the data provided to good use — after all, we get all 
kinds of phone calls from all types of people requesting all sorts of information 
on a variety of topics. 

We hope also to discover Ukrainian groups beyond those with which we are 
already familiar. And, perhaps what will emerge will be a community profile 
that will help show us where we are, and where we're headed. 

Based on that information, perhaps we can begin to talk about where we 
should be headed, and the future of our Ukrainian American and Ukrainian 
Canadian communities. 

OPlNlON: Ukrainian nationhood 
and the dilemmas of the diaspora 

... Dr. lRoman J Szporluk, at Harvard, believes that the only real hope if or 
UkraineJ lies with the younger generation; "those who where never in the Komsomol 
... have had a chance to travel... and only dimly remember ... the Soviet Union. They 
can build a country, if there's anything left when their parents have finished. " 

- The Economist, May 7 

... Ukraine ... has — Mr. Yekhanourov ^deputy economics minister J sees this as a 
fundamental problem — no "natural" ruling class. A tragic century during which 
Russians, Soviets and Nazis decapitated the best in the society (and murdered much of 
the society as a whole) has left a pervasive passivity ... "We will need a generation or 
two before we produce a new leadership class." 

- Financial Times, April 13 

TAKING STOCK 
Name of organization: 
Location: 
Date founded: 
PurposeAjoals: 

Accomplishments: 

Number of current members: 
Age group encompassed: 
Officers: 

Mailing address: 

Contact person and daytime phone number. 
Newsletters, other publications: 
Affiliations with other organizations, both Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian: 

Comments: 

Please fill out, clip and mail to: The Ukrainian Weekly, Editorial Offices, 
30 Montgomery St, Jersey City, NJ 07302. 

by B.A. Oryshkevich 

PART І 

Ukraine has completed its third year of 
independence. The recent parliamentary 
and presidential elections outline, if only 
vaguely, the path Ukraine may take in 
the future, in light of these events, the 
Ukrainian diaspora will have to re-evalu– 
ate what role it is capable or willing to 
play in helping Ukraine. Though not a 
party to events in Ukraine, various seg– 
ments of the diaspora reflect different 
aspects of the chronic turmoil back 
home. 

First, there is the widely held belief 
(primarily in eastern Ukraine) that Russia 
defines Ukraine and Ukraine defines 
Russia; that the two are inextricably 
linked, like Siamese twins who cannot 
live apart. The basic tenet of this view is 
that Ukraine, because of its long-standing 
economic interdependence with Russia, 
will not be able to put its own economic 
house in order, in addition, the alleged 
similarity of Ukrainian and Russian cul– 
ture make it difficult, if not impossible, 
for visionary leadership to emerge in 
Ukraine. 

Not surprisingly, this pessimistic view 
of Ukraine's future finds greatest reso– 
nance among former Sovietologists and 
Kremlinologists, who failed to foresee 
the collapse of the USSR and who must 
now reformulate themselves as Russo– 
Ukrainian scholars. Like their former 
arch-enemies, the communists who in 
some cases have turned themselves into 
patr iot ic nat ional is t leaders , these 
Sovietologists have transformed them– 
selves into exper ts on the nat ional 
republics of the former USSR. 

As before the collapse of the formerly 
remote USSR, these scholars are 

B.A. Oryshkevich is a physician and 
founder of the Ukrainian Student 
Association in the U.S.A. (USASUSA), an 
organization that seeks to establish an 
active network of students from Ukraine 
studying in the United States. 

involved in objective research and analy– 
sis of events, while Ukraine gradually 
sinks into a medieval subsistence econo– 
my. They will continue to analyze and 
observe Ukraine largely in light of its 
Soviet past, perhaps developing a some– 
what more decentralized "post-Soviet" 
perspective of comparative republican 
politics. 

At Columbia University, which is 
developing significant support within the 
Ukrainian American community for a 
new Ukrainian Studies Program that is 
seen as key to developing a new genera– 
tion of post-Soviet specialists, no particu– 
lar interest has been shown in developing 
Ukrainian talent at the university, for 
Ukraine is seen exclusively in light of its 
often tragic past. Any development of 
new expertise will largely be for the ben– 
efit of American academia and for the 
American foreign policy establishment, 
in any case, Ukraine's academic and edu– 
cational needs, because of a lack of 
expertise in many disciplines, remain 
more basic, more practical and broader 
than those the Harriman institute offers. 

The second widely held view in 
Ukraine is that of a Ukrainian resurrec– 
tion and of a potential renaissance. This 
view holds that Ukrainians now have an 
opportunity to update, to upgrade and to 
deprovincialize their culture, that they 
must rediscover their linguistic, historical 
and cultural roots to develop greater self-
esteem, cohesion and a vision of their 
future. This somehow will lead to 
Ukrainian prosperity. 

The weakness of this world view is 
that it suffers from an overly simplified 
view of Ukraine, its history and its cul– 
ture. it depends upon a myth and history 
of Ukraine that is clearly not shared by 
all in Ukraine, it isolates its academic 
work from all but a narrow coterie of 
Ukrainian and regional scholars, it fails 
to integrate Ukrainian scholarship into 
the mainstream of European history. At 
the same time it sometimes fails to inte– 
grate the often defining influence of the 

(Continued on page 15) 

Twenty-five years ago, the rock festival at Woodstock cap– 
tured the North American imagination with a cathartic display 
of free music partially because it was so blithely unpolitical. 

Five years ago, the first Chervona Ruta festival of Ukrainian music, held over nine days 
beginning September 17, 1989, in Chernivtsi, made lyric spinners Andriy Panchyshyn 
(later went on to be elected as an oblast council deputy) and Eduard Drach household 
names. The festival was also an expression of a movement every bit as liberating as Peter 
Townshend's power chords in "Summertime Blues." Rukh, the country's first genuinely 
democratic movement, was formed a week before. Two days after it ended, volodymyr 
Shcherbytsky, the dinosaur from the Brezhnev era, resigned as first secretary of Ukraine's 
Communist Party, a week after being ousted from the USSR's Politburo. 

Named after a song by volodymyr ivasiuk, the songwriter murdered by the KGB, 
the festival was the first among many challenges the regime failed to face down, in a 
parody of the Marxist call to arms, its slogan was "Ukrainians of all regions, make 
love." Chervona Ruta 1989 was Ukraine's indian summer of love. 
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LETTERS TO THE ED1TOR 

WhyNPTand 
not START 11? 
Dear Editor: 

The Ukrainian Weekly has often raised 
the question of Ukraine ratifying the 
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) in 
its stories during the summer. Although 
President Leonid Kuchma has stated that he 
will raise this issue in Parliament in 
October, it is doubtful that Ukraine will rat– 
ify it before next year's NPT conference, 
where Kyyiv is likely to press for a special 
status for itself under the NPT regime. 

What is more disturbing is constant U.S. 
and West European pressure upon Ukraine 
to ratify the NPT. This is being undertaken 
at the same t ime'as total silence has 
descended upon the START H treaty. 

The U.S. and other Western countries 
often complained that Ukraine's reluctance 
to ratify START 1 was preventing even 
bigger reductions in nuclear weapons envi– 
sioned by START H. This was because 
START H could only be ratified once 
START 1 had been ratified by all four for– 
mer Soviet nuclear republics and the U.S. 

The reasons for this state of affairs, 
according to U.S. officials, is that they do 
not want to damage President Boris 
Yeltsin's credentials by pressuring him to 
place ratification of START H before the 
Russian Duma. Ratification of START H 
would be in the interests of Ukraine 
because of its large impact upon the size 
of the Russian nuclear arsenal. 

is not U.S. and Western pressure on 
Ukraine to ratify the NPT while ignoring 
Russia's failure to ratify START H moral 
hypocrisy, a subject worthy of being raised 
by Ukrainian organizations in the U.S.? 

Taras Kuzio 
Harrow, England 

Heed geography, 
drop patronymics 
Dear Editor: 

Marta Kolomayets has written an 
interesting and poignant human interest 
story, "An 'amerykanets' in Ukraine -
Mike Semko's homecoming" (August 7). 
Yet 1 would like to point out a sizable 
error in the following sentence: "They all 
returned to what was then Poland fl take 
it to be Petrychi, Galiciaj." 

The problem with the above statement 
is that it was Polish-occupied western 
Ukraine or Galicia, or, if you will, west– 
ern Ukraine7Galicia under Polish rule -
but it was not Poland. When one refers to 
Poland occupied by Russia in the 19th 
century, would one write "what was then 
Russia"? Or, for that matter, would one 
write for 1902, Kyyiv, Russia? 

The Ukrainian Weekly should be on 
guard against this type of sloppy political 
geography. Be the occupiers of Ukraine 
Poland, Romania, Hungary, Russia or 
any other country, Ukraine is still and 
always Ukraine. The Encyclopedia of 
Ukraine solved this problem quite suc– 
cessfully by using the formula "Ukraine 
under Russian7Polish rule." 

The second issue 1 would like to raise 
concerns the indiscriminate use of 
patronymics in your valuable and read-
able paper: Leonid Danylovych Kuchma, 
Taras Hryhorovych Shevchenko, 
Hryhoriy Savych Skovoroda etc. - the 
most recent appearances. The patronymic 
is a Russian form of address and in this 
instance is another example of how far the 
Russification has spread... even to the 
pages of The Ukrainian Weekly, it is one 

more example of the phenomenon identi– 
fied by Harchun and Serbyn as the "velvet 
Russification." Your paper ran their arti– 
cle some time ago. 

Mykola Khvyliovy wrote on this sub– 
ject in his story "Redaktor Kark": 
"Hryhoriy Savych Skovoroda - that's the 
way the Russian intelligentsia likes it: 
Hryhoriy Savych, Nikolay Romanov, 
v iadymyr ilich, Taras Hryhorovych. 
There is in all of this a kind of northern 
sweetness, a stubbornness, a Kalugian 
wilderness and ivan Kalyta and a 
Muscovite strength - big, huge, fatal..." 
fmy translation from M. Khvyliovy, Tvory 
v Dvokh Tomakh, Kyyiv 1993, vol. 2, p. 
1381J. One could ask, moreover, in the 
days of pre-Muscovite domination, in the 
Kozak state, what were the patronymics 
say for ivan Bohun, Petro Sahaydachny, 
or for that matter Bohdan Khmelnytsky? 

So 1 call on you to drop this Russian 
form of address even if it is so fervently 
embraced in Russified Ukraine. Delete it 
from your pages, and we, the readers, 
will be ever so grateful. 

Oksana P. Struk 
Toronto 

Jaces and Places 
by Myron B. Kuropas 

Ownership issue 
must be resolved 
Dear Editor: 

Regarding the August 14 story on 
ОРІС and agribusiness in Ukraine, U.S. 
Ambassador William Miller and his staff 
are to be commended for their efforts to 
jumpstar t Ukraine ' s economy in the 
agr ibus iness sector. However , they 
should wait until the issues of private 
land ownership are resolved. Much of 
the agricultural land in question had been 
appropriated from private individuals by 
the government during the Soviet era. A 
large number of these owners were 
forced to flee abroad, or were accommo– 
dated in the gulags where many perished. 

Now it's "time to pay the piper," and 
these individuals want their land and 
other properties (commercial and resi– 
dential) restored to them, if 1 were an 
American investor contempla t ing 
involvement with a Ukrainian partner, І 
would make darn sure that the question 
of ownership would be resolved. 

Orest Zadorozhnyj 
Laguana Hills, Calif. 

Gruziya cruise 
not Ukrainian 
Dear Editor: 

Recently 1 took a cruise on the Gruziya, 
a Ukrainian ship registered in Odessa. 
Meals were delicious and all passenger 
needs were handled by the crew and staff 
in a friendly and professional manner. 

І departed from the Port of Montreal, 
Canada. Many ships sail the St. Lawrence 
River, but 1 chose this line because it was 
a Ukrainian ship. 

There were times 1 felt 1 was on a 
Russian ship. The souvenir store was 
named "Russian Gift Shop" and lan– 
guage classes were in Russian instead of 
Ukrainian. 

І feel more Ukrainian culture could be 
demonstrated with a Ukrainian souvenir 
shop containing Ukrainian crafts and 
teaching a few language phrases in 
Ukrainian instead of Russian. 

These are small easy ways to show our 
identity as a nation and pride in Ukraine. 

Nicklas Kreiden 
Willits, Calif. 

You can take Ukraine out of the USSR but, 
І have just returned from my fourth 

sojourn to Ukraine in 31 years. 
Years apart, each of the four trips 

brought me to a different Ukraine. Each 
had its pluses and minuses. 

І was still single when 1 made my first 
journey in 1963. І was with my father. 
Stalin had been discredited and Nikita 
Khrushchev was the premier. The mood 
of the people, especially my family, was 
optimistic. Bohdan, my cousin, told me 
that if things changed as quickly during 
the next 10 years as they had during the 
previous 10 years, he would soon be vis– 
iting me in the United States. 

Although my family and 1 were fol– 
lowed everywhere - they also kept the 
radio on in their apartment when we 
spoke - they appeared unafraid, even 
when 1 was arrested for going to Уіпікі, 
my mother's village, without permission. 
І was questioned and then released, fol– 
lowing vociferous protests by my family. 

Winking at me, family members loud– 
ly told the militiamen: "We're trying to 
convince our cousin from America to 
remain in our 'free' Ukraine and what 
have you done? What is he thinking 
about our 'democracy'? Your uncouth 
behavior is embarrassing us." І was more 
scared than my family. 

The mood was entirely different when 
І returned in 1974. І was with Lesia and 
both of us visited family, she for the first 
time, 1 for the second. Leonid Brezhnev 
had replaced Khrushchev and there was 
little optimism. Bohdan explained the 
feeling of gloom and doom best. "Eleven 
years ago we prayed that things would get 
better," he said. "Now we're praying that 
things don't get worse." As in 1963, we 
were followed around wherever we went. 
This time, however, 1 could see fear in the 
eyes of Lesia's and my families. 

invited to present two lectures on 
Ukrainian immigration history at the 
Univers i ty of Kyyiv, 1 was back in 
Ukraine in 1990, this time alone. Mikhail 
Gorbachev was president and once again 
the mood was upbeat. Bohdan met me in 
Kyyiv and predicted that Ukraine would 
soon be free. There were signs of a 
Ukrainian national rebirth everywhere, 
and this time 1 wasn't followed. 

Lesia and 1 returned to Ukraine last 
month. Bohdan drove us all over western 
Ukraine, from Ternopil to Berezhany, to 
Chortkiv, to Chernivtsi , to lvano– 
Frankivske, to Sokal, to Lviv. For the first 
time we experienced life in the "selo." Our 
over-all impressions of Ukraine were 
mixed. 

On the positive side, there is much build– 
ing going on in Ukraine. Two– and three-
story private homes are being built on the 
outskirts of every city we drove through. 
The owners of these new homes are proba– 
bly old-line nomenklatura types - collective 
farm directors, factory managers, etc., but 
they are also part of a new middle class. 

We saw new churches going up 
throughout Galicia as well as elaborate 
brick-and-stucco roadside chapels, a 
beautiful sight to behold. 

The mood of the people, however, was 
hardly ebullient. They didn't complain 
about the government, they just made fun 
of it. Whenever something went wrong, 
they would say something like "welcome 
to Ukraine" or "it's the normal Ukrainian 
way." Humor helps them survive. 

Part of the problem was the awful 
weather, it hadn't rained in Ukraine for 

almost two months and the thermometer 
hovered in the 90-degree range for days. 
People were concerned that their gar-
dens, a major source of food for many, 
would be destroyed. 

Another problem was the dingy charac– 
ter of the towns. Lviv seemed especially 
shabby. There were water shortages. The 
streets, cars, trams and parks were dusty 
and neglected. Turf fires were burning all 
around the city, the result of spontaneous 
combustion and human carelessness. 
Smoke lingered in the air all day long. 

Parked cars are not safe on the streets. 
Thieves can easily break into cars and 
drive them away. 

There were other annoyances and 
problems as well. 

Lviv has four television channels, two 
Ukrainian, two Russian. The Ukrainian 
channels don't have enough funding to 
constantly broadcast in Ukrainian, so they 
fill in with Russian programming. 
Ukrainian television is usually dull. Panel 
discussions about Ukrainian problems 
abound. The same is true of Ukrainian 
radio, it seems that everyone is always 
talking about what needs to be done 
rather than about what they have done. 

People we met are generally disappoint– 
ed with the election of Leonid Kuchma, 
voicing the same concerns as our diaspora. 
The nature of current parliamentary dis– 
cussions has fueled the distrust. The 
hottest debates recently have centered 
around Ukraine's national "symvolika." 
Some Russian and Socialist deputies want 
to add red to Ukraine's national colors. 

A number of government officials who 
spoke Ukrainian during the Kravchuk era 
are responding in Russian during televi– 
sion interviews, even though they're ques– 
tioned in Ukrainian. 

Air Ukraine personnel all speak 
Ukrainian to their passengers but Russian 
among themselves. Service is fair (some 
stewardesses and stewards have even 
learned to smile) but still a long way 
from other commercial airlines. 

Some people are nostalgic for the "old 
days." "At least we had sausage when the 
Bolsheviks were in power," they told me. 
І promised them 1 would ask our diaspo– 
ra to stop sending humanitarian and other 
aid and send planeloads of sausage 
instead. Don't laugh. Sausage is impor– 
tant to many people. "My nation for a 
sausage" seems to be their motto. 

Homeless dogs roam the streets of 
every city we visited, including Kyyiv. 
They generally sleep during the day and 
have "choir" rehearsals at night, usually 
around 2 or 3 in the morning. The dogs 
of Chernivtsi were undoubtedly the most 
practiced. 

The most disturbing aspect of our visit 
was the general attitude of helplessness and 
apathy we sensed among the people. Their 
mindset is still Soviet, and with no civic 
society and public mediating structures, 
they have little sense of empowerment. 
Even the most nationalistic Ukrainians 
don't believe that they, as individuals act– 
ing in concert with other individuals, can 
make a real difference. This, perhaps more 
than anything else, is Ukraine's current 
tragedy. Ukraine has rich natural and 
human resources, but neither are being 
mobilized for the common good. 

You can take Ukraine out of the 
Soviet Union, it seems, but it will be a 
while before we can take the Soviet 
Union out of Ukraine. 
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Canadian Broadcasting Corp. refuses to air internment film 
by Nestor Gula 

TORONTO — A documentary film about the intern– 
ment of over 5,000 Ukrainians in Canada during World 
War 1 is not receiving proper exposure because of a 
Canadian broadcaster's refusal to air it. 

During the first world war, Canada interned over 
8,000 people alleged to be "enemy aliens." Although the 
majority of these people were Ukrainians, there were 
also Germans, Austrians, Hungarians, Czechs, Poles, 
Jews, Turks, Croats, Bulgarians and Serbs who were 
interned in the 24 camps scattered across Canada. The 
period of internment was between 1914 and 1920. 

A documentary film commemorating this event was 
released early this summer in Canada. Titled "Freedom 
Had A Price," the documentary was produced and 
directed by Canadian filmmaker Yurij Luhovy. The 55-
minute film tells the human story of this near-forgotten 
episode of Canadian history, it is filmed on location at 
the former sites of internment camps in Canada and 
shows some of the original internment structures and 
artifacts, which were discovered by the film crew. 

The documentary film uses archival footage, vintage 
photographs, commentary by prominent Canadian histo– 
rians and testimony by the few remaining survivors and 
their offspring to paint a picture of this internment. 

Mr. Luhovy is an acclaimed filmmaker who has sev– 
eral noted works and awards to his name. The Belgian 
born film-maker's credits include work as producer and 
director of the award-winning documentary "Harvest of 
Despair," which documents the artificial famine in 
Ukraine in 1932-1933; he was the editor for 
"Kanehsatake: 270 Yeas of Resistance," which chroni– 
cles a native uprising in Canada in 1991. 

Mr. Luhovy said he had this project on his mind for 
20 years. The Montreal-based filmmaker came across 
the subject of the World War 1 internment operations 
when he was researching his 1974 film "Ukrainians in 
Quebec." Mr. Luhovy faced a great financial hurdle in 
order to make this film. He was unable to get funding 
from Telefilm Canada, the main film funding agency in 

internment camp site in Field, British Columbia, circa 1916. 

Canada, or from Sogic, Quebec's film funding agency. 
He was able to raise the S300,000 needed for the film 
from the National Film Board of Canada, Heritage 
Canada, the Ukrainian Research and Documentation 
Center and other corporate, organizational and private 
donors. 

Part of the reason he was unable to raise the money 
for the documentary film through traditional sources 
was because the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. (CBC) 
balked at buying the documentary film without first see– 
ing a rough cut of the documentary. Even now, after it 
has been completed, the CBC refuses to air the docu– 
mentary. 

Among the reasons the CBC gives for its refusal are 

that the film is too historical, is financed by a lobby 
group, is too biased, and is not contemporary enough. 
CBC Newsworld Senior Producer Jerry Mclntosh said 
that the documentary has "merit as a record of the injus– 
tices suffered by members of the Ukrainian community" 
80 years ago. He added, however, that the series "Rough 
Cuts" is looking for more contemporary issues. 

Another CBC staffer, Bob McGregor, said the docu– 
mentary has only been rejected by one producer out of 
many and that it is possible that "Freedom Had a 
Price" still will be seen on television. He explained 
that the documentary is "still being looked at. Г т sure 
that in a 200-channel universe, films like this will find 
an outlet." 

ІЩШШІІ 

Ukrainian American irena Stecura transports her cultural mission to Ukraine 
by Adriana Lesliko 

Kyyiv Press Bureau 

KYYiv - , irena Stecura describes 
herself as a woman with a mission. After 
starting the accfa imed 'Music ' a t the 
Ukrainian institute of America series in 
New Y o r k ' C i t y , and Support ing 
Ukrainian musicians as they journeyed to 
America, she began to sense the exis– 
tence 6fui vacuum" in Ukraine concern– 
ing the arts. 

"Nobody was rrfriving in this direc– 
tion," she says, so almost immediately, 
after a first trip to Ukraine in the summer 
of 1993, she did. 

Ms. Stecura is now a full fledged 
"Kyyivianka," living and working in 
Kyyiv and fulfilling the personal and pro– 
fessional mission of bringing Ukrainian 
culture out of its forced isolation and into 
the Limelight, where she firmly believes it 
belongs. "Ukraine is a treasure chest, it's 
unbelievable what's here," she says effu– 
sively. 

Finding even more work in Kyyiv than 
she had expected, Ms. Stecura remains 
undaunted and energized by the wealth of 
talent she has discovered here. "When І 
got here, only then did 1 realize how fan– 
tastic^t was. І knew it was fantastic, but І 
didn't know how fantastic," she adds. 
Her main concern for now is the musical 
image of Ukraine in the West and con– 
ceiving a plan of action for its enhance– 
ment. The talent is here, it always has 
been. The big break is where she comes 
in. 

"Quite a few of the soloists here, 
maybe five or six, are of the highest 
world caliber - once they break out they 
will be the biggest, the hottest names," 

Adriana Leshko, a sophomore at 
Brown University, spent the month of 
August interning at the Kyyiv Press 
Bureau of The Ukrainian Weekly. 

Ms. Stecura predicts with assurance. 
Lamenting the lack of professionalism 
that h.as predominated in Ukraine's artis– 
tic world; she notes the absence of sup-
port and proper managemeflt within the 
artistic cornmunity. 

"The artists here feel that nobody 
wants them, nobody needs them,;' Ms. 
Stecura says mournfully, and .goes on to 
explain how this,lack-of support has led 
to a state of affairs where "if the artists 
have an opportunity to go abroad, they 
very often punish them,.and when they 
come back they don't take them back." 
Many have auditioned for major Western 
opera companies without any manage– 
ment or representation whatsoever, sim– 
ply not realizing that to do so is to virtu-
ally ensure not being taken seriously. 

For many of these artists, getting to 
the West is their "dream of dreams." 
"These people were like in prison, in a 
cage, and they're dying to just get out 
and see what's there," Ms. Stecura says. 
Although she empathizes with them, she 
also makes quite certain that part of any 
contract with her includes the assurance 
that the artist will give as much time and 
energy to Ukraine as to their travels 
abroad. 

Proper presentation, however, is the 
key to making such travels possible, "it's 
not a question of another concert, another 
appearance, it's a question of making an 
impact , of a debut that is world 
renowned," Ms. Stecura says grandly, 
ever the visionary impresario. 

A second project also concerns presen– 
tation, the presentation of the arts within 
Ukraine itself, "bringing the local style of 
producing music up to a certain level." 
Advocating ideas such as advertising 
posters in English as well as in 
Ukrainian, forming a society to support 
the arts, and raising the absurdly low cost 
of opera tickets from the current price of 

approximately 50 cents so that opera 
houses can begin to somewhat subsidize 
themselves, Ms. Stecura often sounds 
like an ambassador for Ukrainian cukure. 

indeed, she has been asked to work for 
the Ministry, pf Culture in Kyyiv, and 
although she was named an advisor to the 
ministry in August of 1993, she prefers to 
remain independent. "1 don't .want,to be 
in the structure, 1. want to work OIJ my 
own and do,what Lfeel is necessary," she 
says decisively.,. 

One of the things Ms. Stecura feels is 
necessary, and yet,another project she is 
working on, is bringing internationally 
renowned artists to Kyyiv, as the city has 
traditionally been overlooked in favor of 
Moscow. Although she pragmatically 
concedes that, in its current economic sit– 
uation, Ukraine lacks the funds to pay 
major stars^ she hopes visits can be 
arranged through diplomatic channels 
and the good will of stars who have 
achieved a status where money is no 
longer a primary concern, "if they know 
there's an audience that will adore them, 
that will appreciate what they bring, 
they'll come," she states optimistically. 

Such optimism is characteristic of Ms. 
Stecura's attitude towards her work here, 
and it is increasingly being justified by a 
growing Western interest in Ukrainian 
artists. The Kyyiv National Opera is 
going on a tour of England in May with 
over 20 performances scheduled. A 
soloist , Olha Basyst iuk, whom Ms. 
Stecura describes as "a combination of 
Maria Callas and tJoanJ Sutherland," has 
her debut set for London, and auditions at 
England 's Covent Garden have been 
arranged for many other Ukrainian 
soloists. 

All these developments are a direct 
result of the work of Ms. Stecura and her 
company, Ukrainian Artists Management. 

An impresario from England has also 

irena Stecura 

shown great interest in the Rozumovsky 
collection, a collection of over 1,700 
pieces of music which, with its potential 
windfall for Ukraine and Ukrainian 
artists, Ms. Stecura is very excited about. 
"The impresario wanted his own English 
people (for touring the collection), but І 
said no way, this is going to be accompa– 
nied by our people only, by our musi– 
cians," she says adamantly. 

Ms. Stecura's current interests range 
from pop singers and jazz groups to sym– 
phony orchestras, and so far she seems to 
be having no trouble at all attracting out-
side investors. "When you finally get the 
right people over here to hear them, they 
say, "My God, where have these people 
been, this is unbelievable," she says, eyes 

(Continued on page 16) 
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St. Sophie's Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral Choir tours Ukraine 
by Katya Koshedub 

MONTREAL - After almost two years 
of talking and planning, St. Sophie 's 
Ukrainian Orthodox Cathedral Choir in 
Montreal has successfully completed a 
tour of Ukraine, it had always been a 
dream of the choir to visit and sing in 
Ukraine. This dream became a reality on 
May 13, when 40 people boarded a KLM 
flight destined for Kyyiv (via Woodstock 
and Amsterdam). 

The group consisted of 27 singers, 12 
companions, the choir director, William 
Woloschuk, and our parish priest, the 
Rev. ihor Kutash. Emotion and excite– 
ment ran very high, but worries also 
existed about the facilities and problems 
we had heard about, which thankfully 
never materialized. 

When the plane landed in Kyyiv, І 
was there to welcome the group at 
Boryspil Airport. As tour organizer, І 
had arrived two days earlier to check on 
arrangements. 

That first Saturday in Kyyiv we set-
tied into the Hotel Rus'. The next day we 
sang the liturgy at the Seminary Church 
of St. John the Divine (ivana Bohoslova) 
in Kyyiv. Bishop Danylo of the 
Ukrainian Orthodox Church of Kyyiv 
(rector of the seminary) presided, and 
Father Kutash presented him with a 
beautiful gospel from the parishioners of 
St. Sophie's in Montreal. 

A general bus tour of Kyyiv followed, 
with the all-important visit to St. Sophia 
cathedral, the namesake and model for the 
choir's cathedral in Montreal. The choir 
sang only at the door to St. Sophia's, 
which is currently a museum, because 
unfortunately, the director of the church 
informed us that no groups were allowed 
to sing inside the church because of con– 
cerns that vibrations may cause damage. 
Only on very special occasions are ser– 
vices performed there. 

On Monday we visited Pecherska 
Lavra (the Monastery of the Caves), and 
then went to a traditional Ukrainian 
restaurant called verkhovyna just out-
side of Kyyiv. Afterwards, we took a 
leisurely cruise along the Dnipro, which 
allowed for a magnificent view of Kyyiv, 
during which we sang "Reve ta Stohne 
Dnipr Shyrokyl" 

The next morning our tour guide from 
Kyyiv, Luba, organized a visit to the 
Ukrainian-English immersion school 
where she normally teaches during the 
winter. We were very happy to learn that 
now in Kyyiv almost all schools are 
Ukrainian language and only approxi– 
mately 10 schools still teach primarily in 
Russian. We were also impressed with 
their English curriculum. 

Next we went to the Ukrainian 
Museum of Folk Architecture and 
Folkways, located outside of Kyyiv. We 
spent that afternoon looking at the many 
fully furnished houses from all regions of 
Ukraine that dot the beautiful rolling 
countryside of this outdoor museum. That 
evening the choir went to the Taras 
Shevchenko Kyyiv Opera House to see a 
ballet called "Legend of Love" (Lehenda 
pro Liubov). 

On Tuesday we laid flowers at the Taras 
Shevchenko Monument in Kyyiv, not far 
from the university that bears his name 
(remarkable for its red exterior), and visit– 
ed the very interesting Taras Shevchenko 
Museum. That evening the group saw the 
play "Teviye Tevel" (the original "Fiddler 
on the Roof play, as opposed to the musi– 
cal) at the ivan Franko Drama Theater. 
Some of us took the metro home, which is 
sometimes referred to as a museum for the 

St. Sophie's Choir in front of the entrance to Pecherska Lavra. 

people because of the beauty of some of the 
subway stations, such as the Golden Gates 
(Zoloti vorota) station. 

On Thursday we got on our bus for the 
ride to Lviv, but before getting there we 
stopped in Zhytomyr and sang at a cathe– 
dral , jus t recently reopened, where 
Bishop Seraphim welcomed us warmly. 
After stopping in Rivne, we arrived in 
Lviv. The next day we had a guided tour 
of Lviv, and in the evening those who 
were not busy visiting relatives went to 
the lvan Franko Ballet and Opera Theater 
of in Lviv to see "Letiuchiy Lylyk" (also 
known as "Die Fledermaus"). The next 
evening, we saw the opera "Carmen." 
Both operas were performed in 
Ukrainian. 

Another Sunday and another liturgy to 
sing - this time at St. Demitrius Church 
in a Lviv suburb. The church was over-
flowing with parishioners and many had 
to stand outside. This church is frequent– 

ed by relatives of our director, William 
Woloschuk. We then left for the 
Pochayiv Lavra, where a tour of the 
grounds and churches was led by a monk 
who also showed us the caves were St. 
Job of Pochayiv had prayed. Only the 
Rev. Kutash and a seminarian in our 
group, ihor Getcha, were allowed into the 
cave - which was probably fine with the 
rest of us, since the opening was only 
about 15 inches in diameter. The cathe– 
dral in Pochayiv is probably one of the 
most beautiful in Europe, and miracles 
are said to have occurred there. 

We drove on to Ternopil and took in a 
show at the Ternopil Puppet Theater, 
where a private presentation was per– 
formed for us. 

The next day we drove to Chernivtsi, 
where we stayed at what some consider 
the best hotel in Ukraine: the Hotel 
Cheremosh, built in 1987. 

On Tuesday we had a quick tour of 

Chernivtsi, then continued on to Banyliv, 
the Rev. Kutash's parents' home town. 
Here, a greeting none of us will ever for– 
get awaited us. The whole parish, and 
probably the whole town, was waiting for 
us outside the church as we drove up in 
our bus. The crowd was parted by a red 
carpet, with flowers lining it, leading the 
way into the church. 

Back on the bus we went, this time to 
drive through the Carpathian Mountains, 
through lvano-Frankivske and o ther 
towns, until we returned to Lviv. The 
next day, we had an early start again for 
Rivne and arrived in Kyyiv in time for 
dinner. 

Our impression of Ukraine was most 
favorable. Some of us were not sure what 
to expect, in terms of service and ассояь 
modations, but we found it quite accept– 
able and the cities most beautiful and 
green. May was definitely a good choice, 
especially to see all the chestnut (kash– 

Katya Koshedub, a member (soloist) 
of St. Sophie's Choir, was organizer of 
the group's Ukraine tour. The townfolk of Banyliv gather around the church to welcome the S t Sophie Choir of Montreal. 
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SPORTS AND ENTERTA1NMENT MARK FESTlYE SE4 

Syzokryli dancers performing traditional opening dance. 

Karpatski vizerunky letting loose with a Hutsul dance. 

Roman Woronowycz 

KERHONKSON, N.Y. - Soyuzivka combined athletic 
events and cultural entertainment in the way only it can 
during the season-ending Labor Day holiday, marking 
another memorable weekend at the resort. 

The weekend was special for its sun-drenched weather, 
its cornucopia of entertainment, and also because it marked 
the finale of a season that celebrated the Ukrainian National 
Association's 100th anniversary. 

There was something for everybody: athletics, music, 
dance, arts and crafts, history and commemoration. 

in the realm of music, one could listen to Ukrainian folk 
from the States or from Ukraine, or popular music, or kozak 
ballads. On Saturday night, the veselka Auditorium was the 
stage for a Ukrainian cabaret with vocalist ihor Bohdan, the 
vocal instrumental ensemble Lviviany and the folk ensem– 
ble Karpatski vizerunky (Carpathian Designs). 

The folk ensemble from ivano-Frankivske, in its initial 
appearance at Soyuzivka, especially charmed the audience that 
had packed the hall. As for Mr. Bohdan, he certainly charmed 
Anya Dydyk-Petrenko, Soyuzivka's talent scout and booking 
agent, when he asked her to come up on the stage and thanked 
her for getting him the gig, after which he presented her with a 
bouquet of flowers and asked her for a dance. 

On Sunday afternoon, the Saturday evening program 
was repeated with the addition of some wildly free Hutsul 
dancing by Karpatski vizerunky. Bandurist Ostap Stakhiv 
made an unexpected appearance, vocalist Olya Chodoba– 
Fryz, who was also the season-long emcee of the Soyuzivka 

concert programs, sang. 
For those with an interest in history, especially 1 

Ukrainian diaspora type, Sunday night in the Yesel 
Auditorium was a must see. The program, the most fom 
of the weekend, was the official Soyuzivka celebration 
the UNA's 100th anniversary. Ms. Dydyk-Petrenko, nev 
elected UNA vice-presidentess, addressed the audience, li 
ing the UNA's many accomplishments. At the close of 1 
remarks she greeted UNA President Ulana Diachuk and p 
sented her a bouquet of flowers. She also acknowled^ 
other distinguished members of the UNA's past and presi 
including a past president, Joseph Lesawyer, who todav 
an honorary member of the UNA General Assembly, and 
spouse, Mary; newly elected Advisor Stephanie Hawryli 
Dr. Jaroslaw Padoch and Mary Dushnyck, both honor; 
members of the UNA General Assembly; Editor-in-chief 
Svoboda Zenon Snylyk; Soyuzivka Manager John Flis; 1 
past manager and former UNA Advisor Walter Kwas. 

if dancing was your thing, there was more than j 
Hutsul dancing. Roma Pryma-Bohachevsky's Syzokr 
Dance Ensemble entertained the guests with traditio: 
Ukrainian folk dancing after the Sunday formal program. 

if you were a more pro-active type, you did the twirl 
and tapping yourself to the tunes of Fata Morgana in 
veselka Auditorium and to Tempo upstairs on the terra 
both of whom entertained at the Saturday and Sunday ni 
dances. 

Those who would rather stroll than twirl enjoyed the І 
and crafts tents set up outside the Main House, which f 
tured Ukrainian artists and artisans selling their wares. 

Kids gather for group photo after Saturday morning swim meet. 

Flag-raising ceremony opens tennis tournament. 

Winner Ford owner John Hynansky presents Dr. George Charuk (second place men's division) 
and Roman Sydorak (first place men's division) their stipends and trophies. To their right stand 

UNA President Ulana Diachuk and Roman Rakoczy Sr. 

George Sawc 
phy while Jo 

Ben firs! 
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)N FINALE AT SOYUZIVKA 
Plenty of sports, too 

Others more inclined to athletics also had much to bide their 
:ime. On Saturday morning, there was action in the Olympic-
size pool as the Ukrainian Sports Federation of the U.S.A. and 
Canada (USCAK) held its annual boys and girls swim meet. 

Later that day, UNA President Diachuk officially opened 
:he USCAK national tennis tournament annually held at 
Soyuzivka during Labor Day, with the UNA providing tro– 
:mies and Winner Ford granting the victors monetary 
stipends. For three days, guests watched as tennis enthusi– 
ists competed in 13 men's and women's brackets, which 
ranged from age 12 and under to age 65 and over. 

Roman Sydorak, who seemingly owns the men's brack– 
tt, captured his sixth consecutive championship — a new 
Soyuzivka record — by defeating George Charuk, 6-2, 6-1. 
tn the women's bracket it was Leda Sawchak-Kopach over 
Maya Milanycz, 6-0, 6-0. Ms. Sawchak-Kopach was 
awarded the Constantine Ben trophy. 

Another Soyuzivka tournament first was the finals show-
down between two brothers, in which Alex Olynec beat his 
sibling Roman Olynec, 6-2, 6-2. Complete tennis and swim– 
ming results will appear in next week's issue of The 
Weekly. 

it all ended Monday afternoon. With the guests partied 
^ut and the labors of the workers, entertainers and competi– 
:ors having ended, everyone had a chance to rest. 

Photos by Halyna Kolessa and Roman Woronowycz 
vocalist ihor Bohdan entertaining the Sunday crowds. Youth maintaining a weekend tradition of carousing. 

Competitors off the mark in girPs swimming. The Karpatski Yizerunky playing on the Yeseika terrace Sunday afternoon. 

:ond left) presents women's division second place finisher Maya Milanych her tro– 
asawyer (second right) presents winner Leda Sawchak-Kopach the Constantine 
;rophy. To the very left stands Michael Hynansky, to the right Walter Kwas. 

Brothers Alex Olynec (middle) and Roman Olynec (far right) stand with their trophies for plac– 
ing first and second respectively in the over-55 division. They were the first siblings to make the 

finals in Soyuzivka tennis competition. From the left stand P. Charuk and U. Diachuk. 
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Sitch Sports School celebrates 25th anniversary 
by Christine Kozak-Prociuk 

GLEN SPEY, N.Y. - The Sitch Sports 
School completed another successful 
season — its 25th — at the beautiful 
ve rkhovyna resort of the Ukrainian 
Fraternal Associat ion. Ninety-eight 
campers from various parts of the United 
States as well as Ukraine participated in 
soccer, swimming, tennis, volleyball and 
track between July 23 and August 20. 

After the second week of training, 
campers took part in the Ukrainian Youth 
Olympic Games sponsored by Ukrainian 
Sports Federation of the U.S.A. and 
Canada and hosted by Chornomorska 
Sitch at verkhovyna. 

Campers used their newly learned 
skills and natural ability and successfully 
applied themselves during the games. 
Sports included: track and field, swim– 
ming, tennis, volleyball and soccer. 
There were many smiles of satisfaction 
as Sitch campers were awarded medals 
for their accomplishments. Also compet– 
ing in the games were SUM-A athletes. 

The Sitch Sports School administration 
included: Myron Stebelsky, camp director 
for the first two weeks; Omelan 
Twardowsky, camp director for the second 
two weeks; Marika Bokalo, secretary and 
USDA Agricultural and Food Services 
Program administrator; Christine Prociuk, 
medical director and emergency medical 
technician. 

As in previous years, the staff was care-
fully selected. The head soccer coach and 
technical director, lhor Chupenko, is a 
world-renowned soccer coach and player. 
He has coached the Dnipro Ukraine soccer 
team, former USSR champion; and the 
Fairleigh Dickinson University team. He 
offers a soccer program combining theory 
and practice, instructions in passing, drib– 
bling, shooting, heading and controlling 
the ball. Goaltending, punting, and strate– 
gy are also offered for future goalies. 

Assisting Mr. Chupenko was 
volodymyr Kovalev, a professor of 
physical education at the Kyyiv institute 
of Physical Education. 

The head tennis coach was Albert Kolb, 
a tennis coach at the School of the 
Olympic Reserve, and coach of the Tennis 
Federation in the city of Uzhhorod. He 
was assisted by Yuriy Kolb, renowned 
tennis coach and professor of physical 
education at the University of Uzhhorod. 

Swimming lessons and volleyball 
instruction were conducted by Marian 
Karbivnyk, a third-year student at the 
institute of Physical Education in Lviv. 

Counselors play an important part in 
campers' lives, supervising the daily rou– 
tine and ensuring an easy adjustment to 
camp life. This year's counselors were: 
Walter Wasylak, Lida Bokalo, Alexander 
Napora and Yuriy Kolb, assisted by Slava 
Wasylak. 

Weekly competitions in each sport 
allowed campers to apply their newly 
learned skills in the pursuit of victory. 
"Journey Through Ukraine," an obstacle 
course7cross country run in which each 
obstacle depicted a Ukrainian city in 
geographical order, also was held. 

in addi t ion to sports ac t iv i t ies , 
campers enjoyed weekly talent shows, 
dances, movies and bonfires. 

As in previous years, scholarships were 
offered to campers by Chornorrtorska 
Sitch. Generous donations by Mykola 
Boychuk, owner of the Holiday inn of 
Somerville, N.J., and the Self-Reliance 
Credit Union of Newark, N.J., expanded 
this program. 

The four-week camp ended with the 
annual banquet. Mr. Twardowsky greet– 
ed the campers, parents and guests, and 
expressed his pleasure in observing 
Ukrainian youth as they trained and 
competed in sports. 

Mr. Stebelsky also spoke, encouraging 
campers to continue their sports activi– 
ties throughout the year. 

Guests included Yaroslaw Gawur, 
manager of the verkhovyna resort, John 
Oleksyn, president of the UFA, and Mr. 
Napora, executive board member of 
Chornomorska Sitch. 

Gratitude was expressed to the UFA 
for hosting the sports camp, as well as 
generously sponsoring camp trophies. 

Several activists and instructors of the 
Sitch Sports School were honored during 
a special plaque presentation ceremony in 
recognition of their many years of dedi– 
cated service. They were: Mr. Stebelsky, 
Mr. Twardowsky, Mr. Chupenko, Marika 
Bokalo, Mr. Wasylak, Mrs. Wasylak, 
Lida Bokalo and Cnristine Prociuk. 

During the banquet, campers sang 
Ukrainian songs and camp songs, and 
recited poetry, under the direction of Mrs. 
Bokalo, expressing their gratitude for 
friendships formed, skills acquired and an 
enjoyable stay at the camp. 

Campers were rewarded for their hard 
work and discipl ine with t rophies . 
Recipients were as follows: 

SOCCER 
improved: Jane Brynzak, Eugenia 

Olesnicky, Oksana Palivoda, Tamara 
Sobar, Jill Ann Tanchak, Mary Francis 
Tanchak, ivan Bobak, Lars Dyrszka, 
Dmitro Hnatkowski, lhor Gretsai, Markian 
Hadzewycz, Gregory Jasinski, Yurij Lojko, 
Thomas Makar, William Makar, Andrew 
Marcinkowski, Adrian Padkowsky, Mark 
Popowicz, Nicholas Prociuk, Andrew 
Yanek, Natalia Dubanowitz, Christopher 
Grodzycky, lhor Karlov, Marko 
Kindrachuk, Alex Kovar, Ostap Krupa, 
Danylo Lasiy, Danylo Levycky, Marko 
Levycky, Damian Olesnycky, Bohdan 
Porytko, Michael Skutan, Michael Wasko 
and Roman Holovinsky. 

Most improved: Matthew Bobal, 
Damian Humeniuk, Taras Shalay, 
Damian Kolodiy and Stepan Kolodiy. 

Best dribbler: Adrianna Hordynsky, 
Mark Makar and Nicholas Koshiw. 

Best j u g g l e r Marc Dyrszka and 
Matthew Popowicz. 

TENNIS 
improved: lane Brynzak, Kathleen 

Farre!l, Mary Kate Parrel 1; Christina 
Hnatkowski, Alexandra Oleinik, Svitlana 

Recipients of volleyball trophies presented at the Sitch Sports School. 

Ratuszniak, Laryssa Zalisko, Markian 
Hadzewycz, Nicholas Koshiw, Yuri 
Hirak, Roman Lukiw and Thomas 
Sarachman-Brown. 

Most improved: Tim Harasym. 
Second place: Lars Dyrszka and Taras 

Shalay. 
First place: Matthew Bobal, Damian 

Humeniuk and Olena Kolb. 
Best server: Ryan Erbeck. 
Most dedicated: William Makar. 

VOLLEYBALL 
improved: Jane Brynzak, Mita 

Morgulis , Li!liane Olynyk, Zenia 
Olynyk, victoria Rakowsky, Roman 
Kobryn, Kate Karlov and Ostap Krupa. 

Most dedicated: Adrian Sapka and 
viadislav Pysarenko. 

MvP: Lydia Rudakewycz. 
Best server: Amy Spadaccini. 

SWIMMING 
improved freestyle; Kathleen Farrell, 

Nicholas Efrembv, Natalie Dubanowitz 

and Michael Skutan. 
improved breaststroke: Mary Kate 

Farrell. 
Swim meet champs: William Makar, 

Mark Makar and Thomas Makar. 
"Journey Through Ukraine": Jurij 

Lojko and Alexandra Oleinik (8 and 
under), Matthew Bobal and Jill Ann 
Tanchak (10 and under), Damian 
Humeniuk and Olena Kolb (12 and under), 
Adrianna Hordynsky (14 and under), 
Stephan Kolodiy (15 and up), and AJ. 
Panas (over-all champion). 

Best campers: Markian Hadzewycz, 
Alexandra Oleinik and Eugenia 
Olesnicky. 

Spor t smansh ip : A J . Panas and 
Adrianna Hordynsky. 

At the conclusion of the banquet, 
campers and parents were encouraged to 
keep active in sports and to join 
Ukrainian sports teams in their areas, 
continuing the fine tradition of Ukrainian 
excellence in sports. 

Sitch campers who received trophies for their soccer abilities. 
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SPORTSL1NE 
BASEBALL 

As the cable broadcasts of games 
played by Michael Jordan's minor league 
Birmingham Barons will attest, the major 
league strike has not brought all things to 
a halt in baseball, in some areas, they are 
progressing further than ever before. 
Thanks to the efforts of Basil Tarasko, 
director of the baseball program at City 
College in New York, Ukraine has a 
national team that recently won the Pool 
В European Championships , held in 
Ljubljana, Slovenia. 

The Ukrainians came out on top of 
their group after round robin play against 
teams from Switzerland, the United 
Kingdom, Slovakia and Hungary. The 
20-man squad then routed Croatia 7-1 to 
reach the final, played on August 28. 
Team Ukraine squeezed out two runs in 
the top of the ninth inning to beat the 
undefeated host Slovenian team, 7-6. 
They now advance to the Pool A tourney, 
to be played in Holland in July 1995. The 
winner of that competition will qualify 
for the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta. 

Mr. Tarasko also coaches Ukraine's 
junior national team, which played in its 
first international tournament (in Kyyiv, 
July 12-16), beating Austria in its maiden 
game, 10-7, with Oleksander Glyhoi 
pitching. The juniors (ages 16-18) fin– 
ished third in the competition, behind 
Russia and Georgia. 

Thanks to his tenacity, Mr. Tarasko 
has also been appointed as the official 
scout for.the Atlanta Braves in Ukraine, 
Russia, Belarus, Georgia and Moldova. 

TENNIS 
Men's tOUr ; 

it was a quiet U.S . Open for 
Ukrainians, despite a season of promise, 
in the last Grand Slam tournament of the 
season, the ever-vocal Russian Ukrainian 

vAndrei Medvedev was seeded ninth, 
al though the Associat ion of Tennis 
Professionals (ATP) computer rated him 
eighth in the world ;with Д,229 points at 

the outset of the tournament. He initially 
made his mark by complaining about the 
food in the player's lounge, then breezed 
past Gilbert Schaller of Austria, 6-3, 6-4, 
6-0. Soon after, however, his frailty on 
hard courts was underscored by Karel 
Novacek of the Czech Republic, who 
took him 6-3, 6-2, 6-2, in the second 
round. 

Greg Rusedski , the big-serving 
Ukrainian Canadian from Pointe-Claire, 
Quebec, was a 6-3, 6-2, 3-6, 7-5 loser to 
Henrik Holm of Sweden in the first 
round. 

As a footnote, Mr. Rusedski was 
recently honored for benevolent work by 
the ATP Tour Charities. He was cited for 
his work at a clinic for the Doug Philpott 
inner City Tennis Foundation in Toronto 
during the Canadian Open in July. He 
was also chosen Sportsman of the Week 
for the period of August 15-21. The ATP 
donated S2,500 in Mr. Rusedski's name 
to both the Canadian Tennis Foundation 
and the Philpott Foundat ion , which 
encourage youth involvement in the 
sport. 

Women's tour 

The best "Ukrainian" results at the 
U.S . Open were those of Mr. 
Medvedev's unseeded sister Natalia, who 
made it past the first round by beating 
Barbara Schett of Austria in a 4-6, 6-2, 7-
6 (9-7) marathon catfight, then ousted 
16th seed Amy Frazier of the U.S., 6-2, 
6-7 (3-7), 6-4. She then met unseeded 
Elena Likhovtseva of Kazakhstan in the 
third round and, in another long intense 
match, lost 6-7 (3-7), 6-7 (6-8). 

І Ukraine's Olena Brioukhovets was 
knocked out in a tough first round con-
test by Sandrine Testud of France, 5-7, 5-
7. Larysa Savchenko-Nieland (born in 
Lviv, playing for Latvia), who had a suc– 
cessful run at Wimbledon earlier this 
year, suffered a numbing setback in the 
opening round when Gabriela Sabatini of 
Argentina (seeded eighth) crushed her in 
only 40 minutes, 6-0, 6-1. - '. 

(201) 831-1499 
PACKAGE and FOOD Parcel Service 

ZAKARPATSKA, IVANO-FRANKIVSKA 
LVIVSKA and CHERNIVCY OBLAST 

ENGELMAN Grocery RAHWAY Travel Steven Musey 
Brooklyn, NY Rahway, NJ Milleville, NJ 

718 436-9709 908 381-8800 609 825-7665 
A U T H O R I Z E D A G E N T S 

HAMAUA e "Щ 
43 Saint Mark's Place TRAvEL CONSULTANTS N. Y„ N'.Y. 10003 N І 

UKRAINE 
NEW YORK - ivANO FRANKivSK -KYYiv - NEW YORK 

WASHINGTON - KYYIV - WASHINGTON 
CHICAGO - KYYIV - CHICAGO 

669. 
11 11 к. FROM SEPTEMBER 20TH THRU OCTOBER 31 л 11 11 

В^ 1800 HAMAL1A ^sjg 
ROUND TR1P ^JF v ^ JF Ф TAXES 1NCLUDED 

FROM SEPTEMBER 20TH THRU OCTOBER 31 

KYYIV 
FROM S868 

Finnair offers excellent connections through the Helsinki 
Gateway to Kyyiv. And connecting in Helsinki is quick and 
easy thanks to the compact, convenient Helsinki airport. 
Plus, we offer the highest standard of service, featuring 
award-winning cuisine, excellent wines, 
and personal attention that makes 
every flight a memorable experience. 

Stopover in 
Helsinki for as 
little as S40 per night 
Before continuing on to Kyyiv, take 
time to explore Helsinki, do some last 
minute tax-free shopping and relax at the Hotel 
inter-Continental for as little as S40 per night per person, 
including a buffet breakfast. 

For information and reservations, 
call your travel agent or Finnair. in New York, 
call 212-499-9026. Toll free, call 800-950-5000. 

e WNNBiR 
Uncommon Concern For The individual 

Restrictions: Fares are valid from 9716-10731 and are based on New York departures Fares from 
Miami and San Francisco and"weekend fares are slightly higher. Fares do not include U.S. departure 
tax or Government user fees. These fares cannot be combined; with any other discounts. Restrictions 
and cancellation penalties apply. Fares are subject to change without notice. 

TO ALL MEMBERS OF UNA BRANCH 34 
in Richmond, VA 

As of September 1,1994 the secretary's duties of UNA Branch 34, "St. John the 
Baptist" society in Richmond, va., have been assumed by Leon Soroka. 

We ask all members of this branch to direct all correspondence regarding mem– 
bership, and insurance, as well as their membership premiums, to the address 
listed below: t : 

- -: " - ; Mr. Leon Soroka' ' - v 
: ^ 7 D 2 Robin Rd. 

Mechanicsville; vA2311f 
(804) 559-4263 or (804) 321-6397 Ext. 3024: ;" з 

y ^ N 4 SELF RELlANCE (NEWARK, NJ) 
ллилл FEDERAL CRED1T UNlON 

734 SANDFORD AvENUE, NEWARK, NJ 07106 
Tel (201) 373-7839 - Fax (201) 373-8812 

AUTO LOANS 
і?дЖрйїАРРгойаї'і 

0 7tfL te-lOOYo "Ріклксінр 0-н 'Неса ^л^4-
0 tyn,cet,t latcicbt 'R.a-tcb ьк ti^ecC ^лт4-

N e w 1993-94-95 

Used^ 1992-93-94 

U s e d 1 ^ 1991 or earlier 

6.25Уо APR 
6.50Уо APR 
6.75Уо APR 
7.2507o APR 
7.50o7o APR 
9.00Уо APR 

:eipt of completed аррііа 

- 36payments - S30.43 per Si,000 

- 48 payments - S23.71 per Si,000 

- 60 payments– Si9.66per Si,000 

- 36 payments - S30.99 per Si, 000 

- 48 payments - S24.18 per Si, 000 

- 36 payments - S31.80 per Si,000 

ifiedinfon " if qualified 24 hours is afii 
""" Used car purchases - maximum loan amount is based on the NADA quoted "Average Loan Amount". 

New Jersey Residents Only - All rates subject to changi 
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Planning a trip to 

UKRAINE? 
Personalized 

Travel Service at 
Reasonable Rates 

'viSAS'HOTELS'MEALS– 
-TRANSFERS-GUIDES' 

-AIRTICKETS– 
-RAIL TICKETS' 

-CARS WITH DRIVERS-
-INTERPRETERS' 
'SlCHTSEElNC' 

LANDMARK, LTD 
toll free (800) 832-1789 

DOMDTvA (703) 941-6180 
fax (703) 941-7587 

WEST A R K A 
2282 Bloor St. W., Toronto, Ont., Canada M6S 1N9 

Gifts 
Ukrainian Handicrafts 
Art, Books, Newspapers 
Ceramics, Jewellery A. CHORNY 
Embroidery Supplies 
Audio Cassettes, CD's, videos 
Packages and Services to Ukraine 

Tel.: (416) 762-8751 Fax: (416) 767-6839 

YEVSHAN 
Distributor of fine Ukrainian products - Cassettes, Compact 
discs - videos - Language tapes u Dictionaries - Computer 
fonts for PC 81 MAC - imported icons - Ukrainian Stationery 

- Cookbooks - Food parcels to Ukraine 

Call for a free catalog 

1-800-265-9858 
viSA - MASTERCARD ^ AMEX ACCEPTED 
FAX ORDERS ACCEPTED (514) 630-9960 

BOX 325, BEAC0NSF1ELD, QUEBEC 
CANADA -H9W5T8 

immigration 
Services 

Call Jbr a free subscription to our 

Tentresca Si Yentresca 
Attorneys at Law 

530 Wi 
Pittsburgh ^ Pennsylvania ^ 15219 

(412) 261^5366 

Arts, Cultured 
Theatre Tour 

VKRAINE 
includes Lodging, Meals, Tours 

8c Theatre Tickets 

THE KNEEL GROUP 

TelXFax 7 (044) 228-35397517-0298 
P.O. Box 171, 252001 Kiev 

Millennium book presented to museum 

T R 1 D E N T і Українська Друкарня 
Associates Printing i l l „ Т Р И З У Б " Ф 

Toronto - St. Catharines Щ J ^ l Торонто - Ст. Кетеринс 
Buffalo ф Боффало 

Toll Free І-800-82 T-6034 - Fax: (716) 691-4532 
-4gf UKRAINIAN PRINTERS j ^ – 

Our Specialty: 
Ukrainian Engraved wedding invitations 

Books Ф Journals Ф Newsletters Ф Magazines 
Ribbons Ф Tickets Ф Program Books 

FLOWERS 

Delivered in Ukraine 
1-800-832-1789 

Landmark, Ltd. 

CUT THE COST 
OF YOUR STAY 1N KYYiv 
NEWLY RENOvATED, FULLY EQU1P-
PED APARTMENTS, CENTER OF KYYiv 
PHONE, T V , A I R P O R T P I C K - U P 
S200-2257WEEK FOR 2-3 PEOPLE 

UTCA^TtfcCO 
R E A l f S T A T E S E R v i C E S 

Ш ГЧ 11 T E L : ( 7 1 4 ) 523-3969 
1 - g J - J l FAX: (714) 739-7106 

MONUMENTS 
OP DISTINCTION 

SERVING N.Y. REGION CEMETERIES 
HOLY SPlRlT - P1NE BUSH - GLEN SPEY 

OBLAST MEMOR1ALS 
CHESTER, N.Y. 10918 

914-469-4938 
HOME APPOINTMENTS ARRANGED 

The Ukrainian Heritage Council of Northeastern Pennsylvania presented 
"Millennium of Christianity in Ukraine - The Celebrations of 1988" to the Library of 
the Anthracite Heritage Museum, McDade Park, Scranton, Pa. The 500-page vol– 
ume depicts religious, cultural and scholarly events throughout the United States 
and the world, it pays tribute to all who participated, especially the countless non-
Ukrainians who shared in the joy and pride of Ukrainian heritage and hope for the 
future, in the photo above are: (seated) Andrew Mantyka, council president; 
Catharine Shulenberger, museum librarian; (standing) Agnes Uhrin, Paul Ewasko, 
Helenmarie Olecki and Rosemary Haberle. 

Newsbriefs... 
(Continued from page 2) 

tion of the large oil and gas debt Ukraine 
owes Russia. (The Financial Times) 

Police arrest counterfeiters 

D N l P R O P E T R O v S K E - Police 
have arrested an eastern Ukrainian coun– 
terfeiting ring specializing in foreign 
coins. An official in Dnipropetrovske's 
operations against organized crime said 
the five-man gang had made up to 10,000 
Swedish 10-crown coins, each worth 
about Si.30, using a small kiln at a met– 
allurgical institute. The group had also 
been producing israel i shekels and 
tsarist-era Russian rubles and was in the 
process of perfecting dies for Canadian 
dollars . Coins were circulat ing in 
Ukraine and a small portion had been 
smuggled abroad. (Reuters) 

Ukraine, Russia prepare friendship treaty 

KYYiv — Ukraine and Russia have 
agreed in principle to avoid double taxa– 
tion, ease customs regulations and start 
work on a customs union and a free trade 
treaty. The September 1 talks were held to 
finalize a friendship and cooperation 
treaty that is being prepared for Ukraine's 
President Leonid Kuchma and Russia's 

President BorisYeltsin to sign when the 
latter visits Kyyiv, sometime in October. 
Russ ia ' s Deputy Prime Minister 
Aleksandr Shokhin met with Mr. 
Kuchma, Ukra ine ' s Prime Minister 
vitaliy Masol and Ukraine's new Foreign 
Minister Gennadiy Udovenko in Kyyiv to 
set the stage for the signing of the historic 
agreement. Mr. Udovenko said the agree– 
ments, of which there are currently 17, 
would not resolve all of the disputes 
between the two countries, "but would 
establish a basis for developing relations," 
according to Reuters. (Financial Times, 
Reuters) 

Finance minister projects budget deficit 

K Y Y i v - Ukraine 's budget con– 
straints will limit the country's possibili– 
ties for development in the next year, 
Ukra ine ' s Finance Minister Petro 
Hermanchuk told Ukrainian .ТУ on 
September 1. He said that expenditures 
totaled 25 trillion kbv for the first half of 
1994. While this was less than planned, it 
was offset by government failure to col– 
lect much anticipated revenue. He pre– 
dicted the year-end budget deficit could 
reach 196 trillion kbv. A week earlier he 
had told Reuters that his ministry was 
searching for ways to cut 100 trillion kbv 
from the projected deficit. (RFE7RL 
Daily Report, Reuters) 

С О Ю З І Є К А Ф S O Y U Z I V K A 

Ukrainian National Association Estate 

Foordmore Road 
914-626-5641 

Kerhonkson, New York 12446 
FAX 914-626-4638 

S P R 1 N G 1 9 9 5 
Available dates in April and May 

for special events at Soyuzivka Resort 

"Sprirfg Wedding" 
"Anniversary Celebration" 

"Reunion" 

Make reservations early to guarantee space 
for your special function. 

THE UKRAINIAN PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY 
OF PHILADELPHIA 

invites you to an 
Open Meeting on 

"OUR NEW UKRAINIANS; IMMIGRANTS OR TRANSIENTS?" 

Presented by 
M y r o n B. K u r o p a s , P h . D . 

Date : Sunday, September 18, 1994 
Time: 2 p.m. 

At: The U k r a i n i a n Educat ional and Cul tu ra l Center 
700 Cedar Road, Jenk in town, PA 

For information call (215) 671-1052 
Reception to follow 
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Ukrainian nationhood... 
(Continued from page 6) 

Russian imperial and Soviet eras, of 
modern cataclysms such as Chornobyl, 
of hyperinflation, and of modern com– 
munications and popular culture. 

Ultimately, Ukrainian studies in North 
America relegate themselves exclusively 
to a subdivision of Slavic studies, to intel– 
lectual debate and to a fundamentally tra– 
ditionalist, if secular, view of Ukraine. 

At the same time, at perhaps the 
world's leading university, Harvard, the 
Ukrainian Research institute jealously 
guards its own hard-earned reputation and 
its role in defining what is Ukrainian, it 
has no inherent interest in the develop– 
ment of much more strategically centered 
Ukrainian studies centers in Ukraine. 
HUR1 has no interest in helping students 
from Ukraine gain admission to Harvard. 

Not challenged by a constant stream 
of young, questioning post-Soviet intel– 
lectual talent from Ukraine proper, the 
Harvard Ukrainian Research institute is 
not likely to adapt or to come forth with 
a comprehensive vision for Ukraine or to 
educate a Ukrainian Braudel, a Bloch, or 
a new Hrushevsky. 

To survive, Ukraine will have to find a 
third as yet uncharted way unhindered by 
its Soviet past and its often procrustean 
nationalism. A second Pereyaslav seems 
problematic at best. A second Poltava 
could lead to World War ill. (it is not 
even clear that Russia would welcome 
Ukraine en bloc at this time.) At the same 
time a move to a more nationalist Ukraine 
could result in secession of some of the 
eastern and southern provinces. 

Rather, the regionally and ethnically 
divided people of Ukraine will have to rely 
upon their own wits, skills and expertise to 
build their own distinct country. They will 
not be able to hide behind blue-and-yellow 
or behind blue-and-red banners much 
longer. They will have to discover personal 
and collective responsibility; they will have 
to develop initiative, energy and courage; 
they will have to value innovation, creativi– 
ty and even idiosyncrasy — all to help 
solve the massive problems and meet the 
challenges confronting their country. 

At the same time, Ukrainians will have 
to learn from every corner of the globe to 
discover examples and develop models 
for their still young country in everything 
from education to monetary policy, from 
public health to cultural policy. 

Ultimately, Ukraine will have to gen– 
erate leadership that will synthesize its 
growing technical competence and its 
emerging vision of itself. This leader-
ship will have to be in touch with the 
various layers, segments and regions of 
Ukraine, its mission will be to help 
Ukraine transcend its often tragic legacy 
and to carry it to a fundamentally new 
level of performance if it is to survive. 
Until that time, the character and fate of 
Ukraine will depend upon the civic– 
mindedness and patience of its always 
suffering general population. 

The diaspora is too small and remote to 
have an impact upon the general popula– 
tion and daily events of Ukraine. But, 
because of the primacy of English, because 
of the excellence of many American uni– 
versities, and because of the presence in 
America of many international institutions 
such as the United Nations, the World 
Bank and the international Monetary Fund, 
the Ukrainian diaspora in North America 
can have a significant role to play in the 
development of the future leadership of 
Ukraine. 

Many leading American universities, 
such as Harvard, Columbia, Penn, 
Princeton, Yale, Stanford and others, have 
emerged as training grounds for future 
leaders from all over the world. 
Fortuitously, many of these universities 
are located in the greater Northeast, where 
the vast majority of the Ukrainian 
American community resides. (The sec– 
ond part of this article will deal more com– 
prehensively with that opportunity.) 

American Jewish... 
(Continued from page 4) 

the U.S., a multi-ethnic polity. 
Mr. Gongadze was in attendance and 

rejoined that such a bridge is essential, 
particularly because the image most have 
of the U.S. in Ukraine is superficial, see– 
ing only the gleaming storefronts but not 
the hard work put into them that is hid– 
den from sight. 

Direct debate was conducted over the 
issue of whether or not, for a volunteer 
group such as Project Ukraine's, meet– 
ings with politicians were to the point, it 
was underscored that they were essential, 
particularly since politicians set the 
agenda for discussions of social policy. 

Over dinner that evening, the group 
held a discussion with representatives of 
the local media, including v a s y l 
Mykhailovych, the deputy editor of the 
largest circulation (bilingual Ukrainian-
Russian) daily vysokyi Zamok; Oleh 
Kuzyn, producer for Tsentr Evropy (who 
had also produced "Shades of War", a 
local independent TY station; Serhiy 
Herman of the daily Ratusha; Radio 
Liberty correspondent Hanna Stetsiv; 
and Oleksander Kryvenko, editor-in-
chief of Post-Postup. 

PERSONALS 

Fly High Dorian 

Happy Birthday 

Tato, Mama 8c Handzia 

The ultimate gift for your relatives in UKRA1NE 

Tractors and 
small farming 
^ equipment 
For product information, 

'Ball Toll Free: 1 - 8 0 0 - 3 5 4 - 3 1 3 6 
SEPCORP international, inc. 

25 Mountain Pass Road, Hopewell Junction. NY 12533 USA 

KRAiNE 
A -ACONClSF 

ENCYCLOPEDIA 

UNIVERSITY OF 
TORONTO PRESS 

KRAiNE 
^J -A CONCISE 
ENCYCLOPEDIA 

volume І and ll 
You can obtain both volumes for only S170.00 

including Postage 

ORDER NOW 

Fill out the order blank below and mail it with your check or money order 

USE THlS COUPON! 

To: UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, inc. 
30 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N.J. 07302 

І hereby order Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopaedia 

D volume І - (95.00 
П volume 11 - (95.00 
D volumes І ft 11 - (170.00 

Enclosed is (a check, M.O.) for the amount S ^ „ ^ ^ . 
Please send the book (s) to the following address: 

Name 

No. 

City 

Street 

State Zip Code 

THE SUPREME EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
of the 

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
announces that its 

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 
will be held jointly for 

UNA DiSTRlCT COMMlTTEES 

of 

BOSTON - NEW HAVEN - SYRACUSE;UTICA 

TROY7ALBANY - WOONSOCKET 

ON SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1994 AT 1:30 P.M. 
at Soyuzivka, UNA Estate 

Foordmore Road, Kerhonkson, New York 

Obligated to attend the meeting are District Committee Officers, Branch Officers, 
Organizers and 33rd Convention Delegates. 

ljThe Fall District Meetings will be devoted to the 1994 Membership Drive and will uptate th^ 
information about the various insurance plans available through our Association. 

District Chairmen: 
Boston - Zina Kondratiuk (617) 325-5293 
New Haven - Wolodymyr Wasylenko (203) 644-2729 
Syracuse7Utica - Walter Korchynsky (607) 796-9108 
Troy7Albany - Paul Shewchuk (518) 785-6793 
Woonsocket - Leon Hardink (401) 658-1957 

Branch secretaries will receive, by separate mail, an announcement and information 
pertaining to the participation in the meeting. For overnight stay at Soyuzivka, 

reservations must be sent to the MAlN UNA OFFlCE prior to September 19, 1994. 
Additional information may be obtained from your District Chairman 

or by contacting the 
UNA ORGANlZlNG DEPARTMENT: 

(800) 253-9862 
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r JfaMAUA„ 
43 St. Mark's Place JLRAYEL C O N S U L T A N T S New York., N.Y. 10003 

CARPATHIAN AUTUMN 
4 

KYYrwTERNOPiL;Lvivflv FRANKIVSK 
ITINERARY 

^ Tour of Wolodymyr's Hill, independence Plaza, 
Parliament, Podil Rayon 

^ Tour of St. Andrew's Heights, Pecherska Lavra, Zoloti vbrota 
^ Excursion to Berezhany, Pochaiv, Kremenetz 
v Excursion to Morshyn's famed health spas 
v Excursion to Jaremche 
^ An evening at Lviv's Grand Opera House 

AIR UKRAINE 
30 SEPT -12 ОСТ 

13 DAYS - S1299 
ALL INCLUSIVE 

K L 
FOR RESERvATlONS AND 1NFORMAT10N PLEASE CALL 

1800HAMAL1A J 
SEND THE WEEKLY TO UKRA1NE 

To order an air mail subscription to The Ukrainian Weekly for addressees 
in Ukraine, send 3125 for subscription fee and postage costs to: 

Subscription Department, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., 
Jersey City, NJ 07302. 

LVTV Polytechnic 
150-річчя 

s1399 Twin S250 Single 15 days 

!vFRANKivSK Roxolana Hotel (deluxe) Oct 13 - 16 
L v i v Dnister Hotel (firstclass) O c t 16 - 2 5 

lvFRANKivSK Roxolana Hotel (deluxe) Oct 25 - 26 

- RT A1R URA1NE flight JFMvano Frankivsk 
e Yaremtche, Kosiv, Manyava, Rohatyn7Halych Exc 
ж Breakfast A lunch at deluxe Hotel Roxolana Oct 13-16 
9 Breakfast basis remainder of itinerary 
e Transfers lvano Frankivsk7Lviv 
e Ukrainian visa fee and handling 
m ESCORTED from New York 

RATE BASED ON M1N1MUM 10 PASSENGER GROUP 

The BEST of 
UKRAINE for LESS 
И299 12 days 

BedSBreakfast Tours 
!VFRANKIVSK 
LVIV 
KYYIV 
price includes: 

Roxolana Hotel 

George Hotel 

Rus Hotel 

(deluxe) 

(firstclass) 

(firstclass) 

NY7Frankivsk - Kyyiv7NY via Air Ukraine 
Firstclass hotels 
Breakfast daily 
Bus transfer - lvFrankivsk7Lviv 
Sleeper rail Lviv7Kyyiv 
Transfers 
visa fee and handling charges 

Departures 
Sep28 
Oct 05 
Oct 12 
Oct 19 
Oct 26 

stP 
SCOpe tRQOeL 

Івсюеи to traaoel t o okRotoe 

For information 201 378-8998 
Reservations ONLY 8 0 0 2 4 2 - 7 2 6 7 

NlS ambassador... 
(Continued from page 2) 

Ukraine. The Department of Defense 
representative agreed, saying "aid fol– 
lows reform." The U.S . policy, Mr. 
Collins stated, is not to penalize or with– 
hold assistance if reforms are not forth-
coming, but to accelerate aid that isn't 
tied to specific reforms, such as energy, 
the environment and exchange programs. 

Ms. Gallo urged USA1D to utilize 
Ukrainian American organizations in the 
delivery of assistance to Ukraine because 

they are committed to Ukraine and know 
Ukraine's needs, culture, political situa– 
tion and language. Mr. Pascual indicated 
agreement and asked for the Ukrainian 
American community's cooperation and 
advice regarding aid programs and any 
problems being encountered. 

During his closing remarks 
Ambassador Collins explained that the 
U.S. led an effort to highlight Ukraine 
during the G-7 Naples meeting. He termed 
U.S.-Ukrainian relations "larger than just 
bilateral assistance programs." He added 
that "a very important aspect of our rela– 
tionship is to treat Ukraine as a state." 

U.S. appears... 
(Continued from page 2) 

He goes on, a "Russian foreign policy 
based on national interest and power poli– 
tics is acceptable to the U.S. as long as vital 
U.S. interests are not adversely impacted." 

The State Department report states 
that Russia could have free reign over the 
area given that it does not breach stan– 
dards of international law and "absent a 
clear and present danger of resurgent 
Russian imperialism." 

Supporters of the policy paper sug– 
gested that it is a timely and a pragmatic 
approach to relations with Russia and to 
the countries of the former Soviet Union. 
The Washington Times article stated that 

the supporters applaud the timing of the 
paper's release, in that Russia's President 
Boris Yeltsin is due in Washington later 
this month. 

Several reasons were given for why the 
U.S. should choose a new policy direction 
for that part of the world. One was that it 
would "prevent further fragmentation of 
control of Russia's nuclear forces." Another 
reason recognized the decreasing U.S. mili– 
tary ability to police the world and the need 
to have others assume responsibility. 
However, the paper underscored that U.S. 
interests must continue to be protected. 

There has not been any reaction from 
leaders of those countries that would be 
affected should the U.S. decide to pursue 
such a policy. 

Ukrainian American... 
(Continued from page 8) 

wide with astonishment. Her ambition 
and enthusiasm for Ukrainian culture 
seems boundless. "Hopefully everybody 
comes to me and Г11 sell all of Ukraine," 
she says with a laugh, only half joking. 

Ms. Stecura is taking advantage not 
only of all these artists have to offer 
Ukrainian culture in terms of talent, but 
the important role they can play in set-
ting the record straight. She is currently 
planning a brochure that will explain 
why the Wes t d o e s n ' t know about 
Ukrainian musical talent, about the 
way in which the focus on Moscow and 
the attribution of all talented artists of 
the former Soviet Union to Moscow 
made poss ib l e the supp re s s ion of 
Ukrainian talent, in her own words, 
everything was "Moscow, Moscow, 
Moscow," and "that 's why they don't 
believe there's such great music here -
because nowhere in the world is it pos– 
sible that la nationj with such a rich 

culture was hidden all the time." 
Such cultural richness is one of the 

reasons Ms. Stecura feels no regrets 
about her decision to move to Ukraine. "1 
love it here, 1 think my standard of living 
is bettor here than in the States," she 
says, citing Kyyiv's beautiful streets, 
architecture, greenery and general peace-
fulness as elements that contrast sharply 
with the relentless noise and chaotic 
atmosphere of the New York she left 
behind. 

The one thing she does miss is The 
New York Times, for its arts reviews. 
Reporting on the arts of the type avail-
able in the West, from reviews to in-
depth ar t ic les , is sorely lacking in 
Ukraine, where reviews are unheard of 
and arts coverage virtually non-existent. 

Other than that, Ms. Stecura offers the 
ultimate positive appraisal of her deci– 
sion to settle in the capital of Ukraine. "1 
feel as if i've been here all the time and 
that i 've never been anywhere else. І feel 
like 1 really belong here," she says with a 
smile. 

Something to crow about! 
Everyday Ukrainian 

A new self-study course 
For the beginner — and those who want to brush up — 

this audio-cassette7book course features practical Ukrai– 
nian useful for the business person or traveler. 
Developed by Dr. Zirka Derlycia, a teacher of Ukrainian for 

eighteen years, most recently at Hunter College, New York, the course 
emphasizes the spoken language and is the equivalent of two semesters of a 
college course. All recordings are by native speakers. 

П Everyday Ukrainian: 10 cassettes (10 hr.) and 342-page text, S195. 
Also available: 

П Ukraine: The Land and its People: 1 v H S video cassette, S29.95. 
П Bandura—Ukrainian instrumental Music: 1 audio cassette, 810.95. 

Y O U M A Y ORDER BY PHONE, FAX OR MA1L. Major credit cards 
accepted. Full three-week money-back guarantee. 

Our 56-page Whole World Language Catalog offers courses in 91 
languages. Call or write for your free copy. Our 22nd year. 

aUulU'FQRUm R o o m G 9 5 l 5 96 Broad St., Guilford, CT 06437 
THE LANGUAGE SOURCE 1-800-243-1234 ' Fax (203) 453-9774 ^ 
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Ukrainian folk art treasures 
to be exhibited in Washington 

WASHINGTON - Folk art designs 
representing centuries-old traditions from 
various regions of Ukraine will be on 
display at the Charles Sumner School 
Museum and Archives on September 18-
November 17. 

The two-month "Ukrainian Folk Art 
Treasures" exhibit, sponsored by the 
Ukrainian Association of the Washington 
Metropolitan Area in cooperation with 
The Ukrainian Museum of New York, 
will open with a formal reception on 
Sunday, September 18, 2-4 p.m. 

The exhibit will feature embroidered 
cos tumes , embro ider ies , tapes t r ies , 
ceramics and woodcarvings on loan from 
The Ukrainian Museum as part of a trav– 
eling exhibit which opened in 1984. 

Also featured will be an exhibit of 
Ukrainian Easter eggs, or pysanky, by 
Tania Osadca of Troy, Ohio, a renowned 
authority and lecturer on the art and sym– 
bolism of the pysanka. 

Artist Liubart Lishchynsky of Lviv 
will display his folk jewelry designs 

based on traditional necklaces from the 
Hutsul region of the Carpathian 
Mountains. 

Guests attending the exhibit opening 
will have an opportunity to hear authentic 
Ukrainian folk music performed by the 
Cheres Ukrainian instrumental Ensemble 
under the direction of Andriy Miliavsky 
as well as view the modeling of Ukrainian 
folk costumes. Hand-crafted items such 
as Ukrainian embroideries, necklaces and 
pysanky will be available for sale during 
the exhibit opening. 

An English-language catalogue with 
informative material on Ukrainian folk 
art has been published as part of the 
exhibit. 

The Sumner exhibit is a celebration by 
the local Ukrainian American community 
of Ukraine's newfound independence, 
and a reaffirmation of the the folk her– 
itage of their ancestral land. 

The Sumner Museum is located at 1201 
17th St. NW. Museum hours: Monday-
Friday, 10 a,m.– 5 p.m. 

Ukrainian crafts courses offered in New York 
NEW YORK - Registration is now open 

for courses in traditional Ukrainian crafts, at 
the Ukrainian Museum, 203 Second Ave. 

Embroidery Course: The eight-session 
course will teach beginners the rudiments 
of embroidery, as well as expand the skills 
of those proficient in the craft. Students 
start from the basic cross-sti tch and 
advance to little known stitches and intri– 
cate cut-work techniques. Students will 
explore the history and evolution of styles, 
techniques, color threads and fabrics used 
traditionally in various regions of Ukraine. 
Open to adults and children over 10 years 
of age. Saturdays, October 1-November 19, 
at 1-3:30 p.m. Adults - S60; seniors and 
students over 16 - S50; children 10-16 -

S30; members - 15 percent discount. 
Bead Stringing Course: This is a three-

session course in the art of making ger– 
dany (bead-strung necklaces) which were 
traditionally worn with folk costumes in 
various regions of Ukraine. The course is 
open to adults and children over age 12. 
October 8, 15 and 22 at 1-3:30 p.m. 
Adults - S30; seniors and students over 
16 - S25; children 12-16 - S10; members 
— 15 percent discount. 

All materials are covered in the regis– 
tration fee. Finished objects may be 
taken home. For information and regis– 
tration call (212) 228-0110. 

These programs are funded in part by 
the New York State Council on the Arts. 

DETROIT, MI. DISTRICT COMMITTEE 
of the 

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
announces that its 

DISTRICT ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 
will be held on 

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 18,1994 at 10:00 AM 

at Ukrainian Cultural Center, 
26601 Ryan Road, Warren, Michigan 

Obligated to attend the meeting are District Committee Officers, Branch Officers, 
Organizers and 33rd Convention Delegates from the following Branches: 

20, 75, 82, 94, 146, 165, 167, 174, 175, 183, 235, 292, 
302,303,309,341,463,504. 

All UNA members are welcome as guests at the meeting. 
The Fall District Meetings will be devoted to the 1994 Membership Drive and will update 

the information about the various insurance plans available through our Association. 

Meeting will be attended by: 
A Member of UNA'S Executive Committee 

Alexander Blahitka, UNA Treasurer 
Dr. Aleksander Serafyn, UNA Advisor 

Roman Kuropas, UNA Advisor 

DISTRICT COMMITTEE 
Dr. Aleksander Serafyn, Chairman 

Roman Lazarchuk, Secretary Jaroslaw Baziuk, Treasurer 

Kyyivan 
Pecherska Lavra 

This unique film about the secrets of the catacombs in Kyyiv is now available both in 
Ukrainian and English. Scenes from this underground monastery have never been available 
on video. During the times of Prince Yaroslav the Wise, the holy monks Antonij and 
Feodosij founded the underground monastery on the banks of the river Dnipro — this was 
the beginning of the Kyyivan Pecherska Lavra — a great religious and cultural center. 

;: 539.95 U.S. 
S49.95 C; iadia 

To order call: 1-800-KONTAKT 
(566-8258) 

or send in your order to the following addrcs.̂  
Ukrainian Television Entertainment 

P.O. Box 740232 
RegoPark, NY 11374-0232 

Shipping Sc Handling: U.S. 

Day ( 
F.vo ( 

55.95 1-'irst Copy 
Si.95 52.95 Additional Topic 

Price No. of copies Shipping fc Handling Subtotal Taxes'" 

Unclosed is our check in the a; 
" Only for N.Y.S. residents. 

nt of S . nade о ). Ukrair 

Please check one Q Ukrainian Q English 

THE SUPREME EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
of the 

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
announces that its 

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 
will be held jointly for 

UNA DiSTRlCT COMMlTTEES 

of 

ALLENTOWN - BALT1MORE - PH1LADELPH1A - SCRANTON 
SHAMOK1N - WH1LKES BARRE - Ununlted Branches in Pa. 

11,135,145,258,297,467 

ON SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1994, at 11:30 A.M. 

Ukrainian Homestead, 1230 Beaver Run Dr., Lehington, Pa. 

Obligated to attend the meeting are District Committee Officers, Branch Officers, 
Organizers and 33rd Convention Delegates. 

The Fall District Meetings will be devoted to the 1994 Membership Drive and will uptate 
the information about the various insurance plans available through our Association. 

District Chairmen: 
Allentown - Anna Haras (215) 867-4052 
Baltimore - Bohdan Jasinsky (301) 593-5186 
Philadelphia - Stephan Hawrysz „. (215) 233-2466 
Shamokin - Joseph Chabon (717) 874-3084 
Wilkes Barre - Tymko Butrey (717) 759-1541 
Scranton 8L Ununited Branches in Pa. 

Main UNA Office (800) 253-9862 

Lunch will be served to all, compliments of the UNA. 
Kindly advise your District Chairman of your attendance before September 13th 

since a correct count of persons is necessary for meal preparation. 
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THE HARRIMAN пчетгплгЕ AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 

THANKS ALL CONTRLBUTORS 

TO OUR UKRAINIAN STUDIES PROGRAM. 

WE ARE ESPECLALLY GRATEFUL 

TO M R PETRO JACYK 

FOR H1S MOST GENEROUS SUPPORT. 

WE INVITE THE UKRAINIAN PUBLIC TO HELP US MAKE 

THE UKRAINIAN STUDIES PROGRAM AT COLUMBIA 

ONE OF THE FiNEST 
1N THE WORLD. 

PLEASE SEND YOUR CONTR1BUT10NS TO: 

THE HARRIMAN INSTITUTE 

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 

420 WEST 118 ST. 

NEW YORK, NY 10027 

(MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO "COLUMB1A UNivERSlTY.") 

Ukrainian studies program expands 
at Columbia's Harriman institute 

NEW YORK - The year 1994 saw a 
significant expansion of Ukrainian stud– 
ies activities at Columbia University's 
Harriman institute. For the first time, 
during the spring semester, three courses 
were taught dealing with Ukrainian sub– 
jects: two language courses and a course 
on contemporary Ukrainian poetry. 

Within the Harriman institute lecture 
series, five lectures were devoted to 
Ukrainian topics, among them, "Russia 
and Ukraine: Challenges to the West," 
by David Wright, assistant deputy minis– 
ter for Europe, Department of Foreign 
Affairs and international Trade, Canada; 
"Germany, Russia and Ukraine: Security 
Dilemmas and Ethnopolitics," by Marion 
Recktenwald, visiting scholar, Harriman 
institute; and "Problems of the Economic 
Transition in Ukraine," by Francoise Le 
Gall, senior economist, the World Bank. 

in May, a conference was held in 
honor of the eminent Ukrainian linguist 
and critic, Prof. George Shevelov, co-
sponsored by the Ukrainian Academy of 
Arts and Sciences in the U.S. and the 
Harvard Ukrainian Studies institute, in 
July, an international conference was 
held in istanbul, Turkey, co-sponsored 
by the Center for international Studies, 
Bogazici University, dealing with state– 
and nation-building in the Black Sea 
region. 

in addition, a project to raise funds for 
the Ukrainian Studies Program was 
launched, spearheaded by a fund-raising 
event on March 26 sponsored by the 
Ukrainian American Professionals and 
Businesspersons Association of New 
York and New Jersey. The keynote 
speaker at this event was the eminent 
author and scholar, Dr. Robert Conquest. 
The well-known Ukrainian Canadian 

UKRAINE, 
A NEW PERSPECTIVE FROM WITHIN. 

Direct f rom Ukraine - a richly illustrated English language magazine 
featuring contemporary news and events. 

ШШІ i,atf– UKRAINE 

cooo r̂v-– ifcoooi 

Available from Ukrainian American Joint ventures Enterprise 
Send check or money order to: 

UAJVE 
P.O. Box 34266 
Cleveland, Ohio 44134 
voice mail: 1-800-466-4594 
216 area code call 886-0820 

introductory annual subscription: S36 
Canadian subscribers: S48 
Regular subscription; 548 
Newsstand price: SSXHtftssue 

Subscriber information: 
Name: 

Address: 

City: StateTProvince: 

Zip code: 
Subscribe now to receive our next two special issues: 
THIRD ANNIVERSARY OF UKRAINIAN INDEPENDENCE and 
CHERNOBYL 2 J 

philanthropist, Petro Jacyk, who has con– 
tributed S75,000 to the Harriman 
institute Ukrainian Studies Program, 
attended the event. 

During the summer semester, Prof. 
Yaroslav Hrytsak from Lviv University 
taught a very successful course on 
Ukrainian history, with 16 students 
attending. 

During the fall semester, three 
Ukrainian studies course swill be 
offered: Elementary Ukrainian 1 (Prof. 
Myroslava Znayenko), intermediate 
Ukrainian 1 (Prof. Elena Merkulova) and 
20th Century Ukrainian Prose (Prof. 
Yuriy Tarnawsky). 

All three courses are on the 
graduate7undergraduate level. For the lit– 
erature course, a reading knowledge of 
Ukrainian or proficiency in another 
Slavic language is required. The lectures 
will be presented in English, with the 
reading material in Ukrainian and fre– 
quently, in English translations, 
interested students should contact Daniel 
Feuchtwanger at the Slavic languages 
and literatures department, (212) 854-
3942. 

Within the Harriman institute lecture 
series, the following lectures will be pre– 
sented by Ukrainian studies scholars or 
deal with Ukrainian topics: September 
20 - Prof. Paul Robert Magocsi, 
University of Toronto, "The End of the 
Nation State? The Revolution of 1989 
and the Future of Europe"; October 4 -
Dr. Jurij Savyckyj, St. vincent's 
Hospital and Medical Center, 
"Psychiatry and Medical Health in 
Contemporary Ukraine"; November 1 -
R. Nicholas Burns, National Security 
Council, "United States Policy toward 
Russia and Ukraine." 

Three conferences will deal with the 
Black Sea region and the Crimea: October 
11-12 - "The Black Sea Region and 
Central Asian Republics: Economic and 
Business Opportunities," co-sponsored by 
Dogan and Associates; October 25-28 -
"The Crimea" (held in Kyyiv), co-spon– 
sored by the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science; December 14-
15 — "The Crimea: Post-imperial 
Perspectives on a Regional Conflict," co-
sponsored by the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science and the 
international institute on Global and 
Regional Security, Kyyiv. For more infor– 
mation on the above events call Prof. 
Alexander Motyl at the Harriman institute, 
(212) 854-4623. 

During the spring semester, four 
Ukrainian studies courses will be taught: 
Elementary Ukrainian 1 (Prof. 
Znayenko), intermediate Ukrainian І 
(Prof. Merkulova), Contemporary 
Ukrainian Poetry (Prof. Tarnawsky) and 
The History of Ukraine in the 20th 
Century (Prof. Leonid Heretz). Prof. 
Heretz is the winner of the 1994 
Neporany Fellowship from the Canadian 
institute of Ukrainian Studies. 

in addition to the regular staff and fac– 
ulty members, the following visiting 
scholars will do research on Ukrainian 
topics at the Harriman institute during 
the forthcoming academic year: Dr. 
Dominique Arel, post-doctoral fellow, 
McGill University, "Language and 
Politics of Ethnicity: The Case of 
Ukraine" (fall and spring semesters); and 
Prof. Olexiy Haran, University of Kyyiv– 
Mohyla Academy, "The influence of the 
U.S.A on the Process of Democratization 
in Ukraine" (spring semester). 

The 1995 fund-raiser will be a benefit 
concert by a number of well-known 
musicians, held on April 22 at 
Columbia's Miller Theater. 
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Ukrainian crossword 
by Tamara Stadnychenko 

Lytsari Zaliznoyi Ostrohy 
Across 

I. This side and that side hetmans. 1. 
7. Kozak Marko who led an army 

against Polish troops commanded 2. 
by Koniecpolski in 1625. 3. 

8. This wealthy hetman died in 
St. Petersburg in 1724, but legends 4. 
and speculation about his fortune 5. 
persist. 6. 

I I . Yuriy or Tymish to Hetman Bohdan 9. 
Khmelnytsky. 

13. Kozak high council. 10. 
15. Hero of a historical novel 12. 

by Kulakovsky, this Kozak leader 
died of plague during the siege 14. 
of Zamostia. 

17. Kozak warriors. 
18. This Kozak leader's exploits against 16. 

the Turks and Tatars was the subject 20. 
of many folk legends and dumas. 21. 

19. Transportation for Kozak navy? 
21. Kozak army. 
23. Transportation for Kozak cavalry? 22. 
24. Russian nemesis for Kozaks? 
25. This Kozak leader was briefly 

enthroned as hospodar of Moldavia. 
26. A member of 16 Down. 23. 
27. Area colonized by remnants of the 

Zaporizhzhian and Black Sea Kozaks. 28. 
28. "Yak" to 28 Down. 
29. Kozak troubadour. 29. 
30. Kozak banner. 32. 
31. Fodder for 23 Across. 
32. What Bayda vyshnevetsky established. 
35. How 28 Down left 32 Across. 
36. Once Hetman Khmelnytsky's envoy 33. 

to Warsaw, this self-proclaimed het– 
man died while imprisoned 34. 
in a Polish fortress. 

37. Hetman Dmytro who led several peas– 35. 
ant uprisings against Polish nobility. 

38. "Horde" to Kozaks. 36. 
39. Kozak traitors. 
40. Kozak military unit. 38. 

Down 

This hetman's brother was the lover 
of Russia's Empress Elizabeth. 
Hetman Taras Fedorovych. 
Hetman Danylo who fought against 
29 Down in the Battle of Poltava. 
Kozaks'Tatar nemesis? 
Kozak attack. 
Hetman capital in Chernihiv oblast. 

This Hetman was assassinated 
by followers of hetman Nalyvaiko. 
Hetman's symbol of authority. 
Hetman ivan who fought against 
29 Down in the Battle of Poltava. 
This hetman's attempts to establish 
a Turkish protectorate over Ukraine 
led to his abdication. 
Kozak military elite. 
Kozak breakfast? 
Kozak officer and historian who 
chronicled the Kozak-Polish War 
of 1648-1657. 
An outspoken opponent of Moscow's 
encroachment on Ukrainian rights, 
this hetman was exiled to Siberia 
and later entered a monastery. 
The last hetman of the Zaporozhtsi za 
Dunayem. 
This Russian empress destroyed 
32 across. 
Loser at the Battle of Poltava. 
This hetman, who was given a gold 
medal by Pope Paul v in recognition of 
his campaigns against Tatars and Turks, 
was executed by the Poles in 1635. 
This pro-Polish hetman was executed 
by the followers of 2 Down. 
What Peter 1 granted to the followers 
of 8 Across. 
This artist is best known for his 
scenes depicting Kozak life. 
Hetman in exile after the death 
of 29 Down. 
This moved 19 Across. 

Need a back issue? 
if you'd like to obtain a back issue of The Ukrainian Weekly, 

send S2 per copy (first-class postage included) to: 
Administration, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., 

, Jersey City, NJ 07302. 

Get a jump on the competition with the only Non-Stop 
morning arrival service from New York to KYYiv. Departs from 
Kennedy Airport every Tuesday, Friday 8c Sunday. 
New Service Starting This Spring— 
Non-Stop service departing from Washington DC (Dulles Airport)' 
every Monday. 
Weekly flights from Chicago departing every Thursday. 
Non Stop service from JFK to lvano Frankivsk every Wednesday 
from Delta Terminal 1. ( 

For reservations and information please call 

1-800-UKRA1NE 
1-800-857-2463 or call your travel agent. 

Air Ukraine 
nue m Suite 1002 New York, NY 10176 

We participate in SABRE . APPOLO . WORLDSPAN . SYSTEM ONE 

PROGRAM MANAGER 
Canada-Ukraine Partners Program 

The Ukrainian Canadian Congress is searching for a full-time Ottawa-based Program Manager 
to administer and coordinate the Canada-Ukraine Partners Program - a twelve month pro-
gram, consisting of an integrated series of mechanisms designed to place a large number of 
Canadian volunteer advisors in Ukraine and to bring Ukrainian volunteers to Canada as 
trainees at host institutions and organizations, it is anticipated that up to 160 Canadians and 
up to 40 Ukrainians will participate in a direct "people to people" approach to the transfer of 
skills and on-the-job training in policy-making, organizational management and infrastructure 
development, delivery of services or improved production in change-oriented institutions. The 
Canada-Ukraine Partners Program is comprised of four components: Partners in Health, 
Partners in Public Management, Partners in Agri-food and Partners for Civil Society. 

Candidates should have experience in successful project management, including strong orga– 
nizational and financial management skills, experience in coordinating work done through con-
tracts and sub-contracts; knowledge of contemporary social transformation in Ukraine within 
four sectors of concentration - health, public management, agri-food and civil society. 
Candidates must have the capacity to work quickly and effectively under pressure and should 
be able to demonstrate: excellent interpersonal skills, very good oral and written communica– 
tion; computer literacy; experience in working with committees and volunteers. Candidates 
must also be willing to work irregular hours and be able to travel. Fluency in English and 
Ukrainian is essential. Fluency in French would be an asset. 

The position will be for a 12-month term with the possibility of an extension. 

Those interested are encouraged to forward their resumes in confidence, stating salary expec– 
tations, no later than September 19,1994 to: 

Lydia A. Hawryshkiw 
Executive Director 

Ukrainian Canadian Congress 
456 Main Street 

Winnipeg, Manitoba R3B 1B6 

Fax (204) 942-4627 

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY! 

ADVERTISE Ш THE UNA ALMANAC Ж 
Press run 12,000 copies 

introduce your business or professional services 
to our readers and the Ukrainian community. 

Advertisement rates 

Full page $120.00 Quarter page $45400 

Half page $75.00 One-eighth page $25.00 

PLEASE SUBM1T YOUR AD W1TH PAYMENT BEFORE SEPTEMBER 24,1994 TO 

SvOBODA, 30 MONTGOMERY ST., JERSEY C1TY, NJ 07302 
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Monday, September 12 
PHILADELPHIA: The school of the 
voloshky Ukrainian Dance Ensemble 
announces classes in Ukrainian dance. To be 
held at the Ukrainian Educational and 
Cultural Center, 700 Cedar Road, Abington 
Township. Registration of students and chil– 
dren from age 5 will be on Mondays, 
September 12 and 19. The first class will 
begin at 6 p.m. The School of the voloshky 
Ukrainian Dance Ensemble admits students 
of any race, color, national or ethnic origin. 
For additional information call Nina 
Prybolsky, (215) 235-4078. 
Tuesday, September 13 " 
NEW YORK: The Shevchenko Scientific 
Society invites its members and the 
Ukrainian community to a lecture, 
"Oleksander Dovzhenk0 —The Triumph 
and Anguish of а вепіЦ," delivered in 
Ukrainian by the director obihe institute of 
Literature at the Academy of Sciences in 
Kyyiv, Mykola Zhulynsky. The lecture will 
begin at 6:30 p.m., at society's premises at 
63 Fourth Ave., between 9th and 10th 
streets. For more information, call Mykola 
Haliv, (212) 254-5130. 

reviNGTON, N.J.: First session of Pre– 
School Music, now in its 23rd year, a unique 
music program for children age 2 172 to 5. 
The 1994-1995 school year features, among 
other music activities, an introduction to 
instruments of a symphony orchestra, 
including strings, woodwinds, brass and per– 
cussion. Sessions are held Tuesday through 
Friday at the Ukrainian Community Center, 
140 Prospect Ave. For information call 
Marta Sawycky, (908) 276-3134 or (201) 
374-8079. 

Wednesday, September 14 
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian National 
Women's League of America, New York 
City Branch 83, extends an invitation to all 
interested persons to attend its meeting at 
which Yarema A. Bachynsky will present a 
talk "Kharkiv and Ukraine Through a 

PREVIEW OF EVENTS 
Young Diasporan's Eyes." The meeting will 
be held at 108 Second Ave., at 7:30 p.m. 
NEWARK, N.J. : Rukh Educational 
Foundation of northern New Jersey will host 
a public forum with guest speaker Mykola 
Zhulynskyj, former minister of culture and 
humanitarian affairs of Ukraine, who will 
speak on the topic "Ukraine following the 
elections: the road to consolidation or dis– 
sent." The talk will take place in the church 
auditorium of St. John Ukrainian Catholic 
Church located at Sanford Ave. and ivy 
Street, beginning at 7:30 p.m. The public is 
invited. 

Friday, September 16 
HARTFORD, Conn.: The Connecticut 
Group of Ukrainian American Professionals 
will hold a wine and cheese reception at the 
Ukrainian National Home (lower level), 961 
Wethersfield Ave., beginning at 7 p.m. As 
part of the evening's activities, a welcome 
will be extended to Anatoliy Bizhko, an 
exchange student who recently arrived from 
Lviv, also there will be an informal discus– 
sion regarding plans for the Fall season, and 
a soliciting of ideas for planning "Welcome 
to Connecticut" activities for Oksana Baiul 
and viktor Petrenko. For further informa– 
tion, call (203) 529-9535. 

Saturday, September 17 
W A T E R V L I E T , N . Y . : The Ukrainian 
Saturday School in Watervliet is accepting 
registrations for the 1994-1995 school year. 
Moleben on Saturday, at 9:30 a.m. in St. 
Nicholas Church will be followed, in the 
church hall, by registration of children for 
religion classes, "sadochok" and pre-school, 
and the Saturday Ukrainian school. Classes 
start at 9:30 a.m. on Saturday, September 
24. Children who speak little Ukrainian are 
especially welcome to register and take 
advantage of this opportunity to learn. 
School registration forms are available from 

avER 2DD TYPES OF SERU1CES S GOODS 
4lf o^Hfo 

'ЖС 
CARS, TRACTORS, 

llY's, appliances... 

ШШШИВКШВШВЛ 
МІСТ MEEST 

1-800-361-7345 
0 S H A W A : 34 Jackson Av. Ont. L1H 3C3 

teL 1-905728-3750, fax: 1-905-728-3379 

COURIER SERVICE 
to Ukraine 4 ЬшкІ 

T O R O N T O : 121 Kennedy Av. Ont. M6S 2X8 
teL: 1-416-762-1633, fax: 1-416-762-9302 

the school director, Dr. George Gela, (413) 
445-7378, or Parents' Committee President 
Jerry Tysiak, (518) 286-0795. For "sado– 
chok" registration, contact D. Pasinella, 
(518) 272-0554. For registration for religion 
classes, please contact the Rev. E. Czudak, 
pastor, (518) 273-6752. 
Sunday, September 18 
MONTREAL: "Ukrainian Time" 
(Canada's oldest Ukrainian radio program) 
invites the Montreal Ukrainian community 
to celebrate its 30th anniversary concert at 
Plateau Hall 3700 Calixa-Lavallee, at 3 
p.m. Appearing is a cast of all Montreal tal– 
ent: Boyan, St. Sophie's Choirs Ensemble, 
Cheremshyna, Ensemble Pryvit, baritone 
Taras Kulish, banduris, Julian Kytasty, and 
mezzo-soprano Helena Waverchuk. Tickets: 
Si5. For information call Taras Stavnyck, 
(514)727-7837. 

JENK1NTOWN, Pa.: Dr. Myron B. 
Kuropas, will be the guest speaker at an 
open meeting on "Our New Ukrainians: 
immigrants or Transients?" The open meet– 
ing is sponsored by the Ukrainian 
Professional Society of Philadelphia and is 
part of this organization's continuing series 
of seminars on issues of interest to its mem– 
bers and the Ukrainian American communi– 
ty. Dr. Kuropas is a well-known Ukrainian 
American educator, advisor and author. 
Many of his books and articles have been on 
Ukrainian immigration. Dr. Kuropas' most 
recent book, "The Ukrainian American 
Experience: Roots and Aspirations," was 
published in 1991 by University of Toronto 
Press. During the administration of 
President Gerald Ford, Dr. Kuropas served 
as special assistant to the president for eth– 
nic affairs. The open meeting will take place 
at 2 p.m. in the lounge of the Ukrainian 
Educational and Cultural Center, 700 Cedar 
Road. A reception will follow the meeting. 
For further information call the Ukrainian 

Professional Society, (215) 671 -1052. 

LOS ANGELES: The annual picnic of 
St. viadimir 's Ukrainian Orthodox 
Church will be held on the church 
grounds, following the liturgy. Delicious 
food, cold refreshments, toe-tapping 
music for dancing, recorded music all 
day long cash prizes, games for fun and 
more. For further information call John 
Parker, (818) 507-6474. 

AlR PARCELS SEA PARCELS FRE1GHT F O R W A R D 1 N G 

1 - 4 weeks 5 - 9 weeks 
UKRAINE - RUSSIA - BELARUS - MDLDDVA 

P O O R т о DOOR S E R V I C E 

TO UKRA1HE Overseas A i r 
8c Ocean Shipments of 

Commercial fc industrial, 
Goods, Humanitarian, A i d , 

Personal Effects 3t Autos 

WE РІСК UP 
CONTAINERS 

FROM ANY PORT 1N 
EUROPE 8. DELivER 
TO ANY ADDRESS 

IN UKRAINE, RUSSIA 
AND BELARUS 

4 v ^ call: 1-800-361-7345 
TRAVEL TO UKRAINE FOR BUSINESS AND PLEASURE 
'ТОку^іШі 

check our rates 

M1ST TRAvELm Kennedy Av. Toronto 0nt.M6S 2X8 
Tel.:(416)762-1633 Fax: (416)762-9302 

We provide the fullest range of business 
travel services in Ukraine including: 
translation A secretarial services; 

office ct meeting room rentals; 
access to computers, fax machines fc photocopiers 

.̂ІІііЖІНІН'ІІ̂ І̂̂ і̂ НІ̂ ІІН'іИ 

1N UKRA11S 

car rentals, hotel 
St private suite 

accommodation 

Saturday-Sunday, September 24-25 
PARMA and NORTH ROYALTON, 
Ohio: The Ukrainian community will host 
its first annual "Poppy Festival." This 
unique festival will present, artists and musi– 
cians live from Ukraine as well as 
Cleveland's own Kashtan, Ukrainian Dance 
Ensemble. Not only will this be a weekend 
of song and dance but delicious traditional 
foods and pastries will be available. 
Numerous art exhibits, and internationally 
acclaimed films directly from Ukraine will 
be on view. Both evenings will finish with 
an evening of dancing for the public begin– 
ning at 6 p.m. Proceeds from the festival 
will go towards Ukrainian youth organiza– 
tions. The festival will take place at two 
locations: on Saturday, September 24, the 
festival will be at the grounds of St. Josaphat 
Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral, 5720 State 
Road, Parma, starting at 1 p.m.; on Sunday, 
September 24, at the grounds of Holy 
Trinity Ukrainian Orthodox Church, 9672 
State Road, North Royalton. For informa– 
tion on stands call (216) 661-1700; for infor– 
mation on the festival call (216) 886-0820. 

Monday, September 26 
TORONTO: The Ukrainian Canadian 
Professional and Business Association of 
Toronto is holding its annual kick-off meet– 
ing at the Boulevard Club, 1491 Lakeshore 
Blvd. W., 6 to 10 p.m. Free for paid mem– 
bers, S20 for non-members. An evening of 
good times, good food and prizes; parking is 
free. For further information call Lydia 
Kowalyk, (416) 425-3130, ext 274. 

Friday-Sunday September 30-October 2 
BUFFALO, N.Y.: The University of Buffalo 
Ukrainian Student Association's volleyball 
Tournament Weekend begins Friday, 
September 30, with a pub night at 8:30 p.m. 
in the Dnipro Ukrainian Home (562 Genesse 
St.). On Saturday, October 1, the volleyball 
tournament will be held in the University at 
Buffalo Alumni Arena beginning at 8:30 a.m. 
and a dance7buffet will be held at Dnipro 
beginning at 7:30 p.m. featuring Burlaky 
from Montreal. The registration deadline for 
teams is September 17. The cost per team 
member is S25 (U.S. funds). The cost 
includes the tournamentTlunch and danceTbuf– 
fet. For the non–volleyball players who would 
like to attend the danceTbuffet, the tickets are 
Si5. For further information, call Olenka 
Bodnarskyj, (716) 636-1300, or Ulana 
Moroz, (716) 685-3114. 

NYU to offer Ukrainian courses 
NEW YORK - The foreign language 

department of the New York University 
School of Continuing Education has 
a n n o u n c e the fo l lowing Ukra in i an ^ -
courses in the upcoming academic ( J O p S ! 
year. 

Fall 1994: in tens ive Elementary 
Ukrainian 1: X25.94617S490, Saturday 
1:20-4:15 p.m., October 1-January 7, 
1995 (12 sessions); 

Spring 1995: intensive Elementary 
Ukrainian 11, X25.946273490, Saturday 
1:20-4:15 p.m., February 11 -May 6 (12 
sessions). 

For information on any of these offer– 

ings, or for a copy of the current bulletin, 
call(212) 998-7030. 

The editorial board of The Ukrainian 
Weekly, too, has problems with mail 
delivery. The "Contemporary Art From 
Ukraine: An American Perspect ive" 
exhibit at Yale and Choate, scheduled to 
run concurrently from September l t o ^ 
October 18, in fact took place two yearg 
ago. News of this exhibit reached us ok 
August 31. 

HURYN MEMOR1ALS 
For the finest in custom made memorials installed in all ceme– 
teries in the New York Metropolitan area including Holy Spirit in 
Hamptonburgh, N.Y., St. Andrew's in South Bound Brook, N.J., 
Pine Bush in Kerhonkson and Glen Spey Cemetery, Glen Spey. 
We offer personal service and guidance in your home. For a 
bilingual representative call: 

HURYN MEMOR1ALS 
P.O. Box 121 

Hamptonburgh, N.Y. 10916 
Tel. (914) 427-2684 
Fax. (914) 427-5443 




